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T ARMU AIR FOR• S BOARD
Orlaldo, Florida

"HANDBOOK FOR BOARDIES" •

Army Air Forces Board Project No. (T-1) 14

1. OE The object of this study is to develop a handbook for
bombardiers containing pertinent data for combat bombing. 0

2. INTRODUCTION: This study was directed by Headquarters, Army Air
Forces, Washingons . C. by letter dated 16 November, 1943. The Army Air
Forces School of Applied Tactics was requested to prepare a handbook for
boubardiers by letter from the Executive Director of the Army Air Forces
Board to the Commanding General, Army Air Forces Tactical Center, Orlando, 0
Florida, tunder date of 19 November, 1943. The enclosed "Handbook for
Bombardiers" was forwarded from the Armament Section, Strategic Bombardment
Division, Combat Operations Department, Army Air Forces School of Applied
Tactics, AAFTAC, Orlando, Florida, 1 February, 1944, and received by the
Army Air Forces Board on the same date. 0

3. CONCLUSIONS: It is concluded that the proposed "Handbook for
Bombardiers" is excellent study that meets the requirements for such a
handbook.

4. RECOMMENDATIONS: It is recomended that the enclosed "Handbook
for Bombardiers" be adopted and published in the form of a loese-leaf note- •
book. Distribution recommended is one per bombardier, U. S. Aany Air Forces,
to be included in the regular bombardier,- kit.

5. DICUSSION: Information upon the Sperry S-1 bombsight is not now
available at Aray Air Forces School of Applied Tactics. When such information
becoms available, a section on this bombsight will be prepared and forwarded
to become a part of the "Handbook for Bombardiers."

6. INCLOSURES:

a. Directive - ltr. dtd. 16 Nov. 1943 from Hq. "AA, Washington 25,D.(G.

b. Handbook for Bombardiers (M-Series Bombsight).

PREPARED BY:
Maj. E. F. Hoover, Jr., Tactics Division, AAF Board.

C QN2 D IN BY:
Col, H, G, Montgcimry, Jr., Chief Tactics Division, AAF Board.
Col. Cecil E. Combs, Executive, AAF Board. d- /0

APPROVE.D: /"-

For the ArMr Air Forces Board: Y L', .EUAK

Brigadier General, US.Amq..
Executive Director.
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WAR DIPARTIWIT
HEAD3ARTMS O T AM AnR FORZS

November 16, 1943

SUBJECT: Handbook for Bombardiers. AIRDB

TO: Executive Direotor, Army Air Forces Board
Orlando, Florida.

1. It in desired that your office prepare a draft of a handbook
for bombardiers containing pertinent data for combat bombing. This
book is not to duplicate material covered in the recert.:y revised edi-
tion of Training Manual TM 1-252 (Bombing Aids).

2. It is further desired that any reference to bomb sight main.-
tenance, auto pilot maintenance or armament maintenance be kept to a
nniminm, including only those things necessary for simple fie id main-
ten ante that could be performed by the ombat bombardier.

3. The final over-all dimensions and form of the subject hand-
book are to be determined at a later date. The tentative plan is for 0
a book 5-1/2 by 8-1/2" in size of a loose-leaf type, so future changes
and additions may be easily made. Your comnents on the type and size
are desired.

4. This booklet is to be distributed t o all bombardiers as a standard
part of the re~lar bombardier's kit. * *

5. Copies of TM 1-252 and a bombardier's data book from the Sixth
Air Force are forwarded for your informatione

6. In order to expedite tts publication and: release of the
booklet to combat air forces, request that this project be completed by •
15 December.

By comand of General ARNOLD:

/s/ 0, P. Weyland
O. P. WEYLAND 0
Brig. Gen.. U.S.A.
Acting Deputy Asst Chief of
Air Staff Operations, Commit-

2 Incls: merits and Requirements.,
as listed

Inclosure No. I

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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INTRODUCTION:

This handbook is intended primarily to give the bombardier a quick anod

ready reference to procaduro used in the field. For this reason the informa-

tion compiled has boen given in a highly briefed style, wherever the content 0

permits the use of this form of prosentation. The handbook should not be con-

sidored as a text, nor is it comprehensive. Changes and additionzs may be made

from time to time as the n,:eds arise. 0

RESTRHICTED
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nEFINITIONS

1. ALIUIDE3 . In bombing, altitude refers to the absolute altitude or the

actual distance of the ship above ýhe target.

2. HEAIG The direction in which an aircraft is pointed regardless of

its path over the ground. -.

3. Me .*Te.wrtical projection onthe ground of the aircraft's path.

4. ACTUAL RANGE. The horizontal travel of a bomb, from release to impact

measured on a. level with the point of impact.

5. DROPPING ANGIE. (Sometimes called range angle.)" That angle at the

airplane between the vertical and the targse which subtends the actual range. 0

6. SIGRHTING ANGIE. The angle between the line of sight and the vertical

at any t s the s8ghti•g angle at that moment. The sighting angle and

dropping angle are the same only at the instant of release. 0

7. CIAS. Calibrated indicated air speed. 'The 'indicated reading corrected

for instrumental and installatico errors.

8. TAS. Tfne air speed. The actual speed of an aircraft relative to the

air. It is determined, using standard navigation computers, by correcting the

calibrated air speed for d(Ansity, using temperature and pressure altitude cor-

rections. It is used for finding the velocity of the wind, the gro~nd speed, 0

and the correct trail setting.

9. PEZM OF CLOSING. The velocity of approach of an aircraft relative

0

R ES TR I C TED
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to tho target. .

I-,10, I The horisontal distance in direction reverse to the aircraft's a

heading betwea the point vertically under the aircraft at the instant of impact

Y." am the point of impact.

U T.RIL. N . The angle at which the impact is observed back of the S

vertical under the aircraft, or the angle back of the plano'which subtends the

"trail.

12. CR0SS TRAIL. The distance from the track, right or left, that the 0

bomb falls, 'dlo to the faot that trail is in the direction" reverse to the head-

Ing and not in reverse to tix. track,:

13. RANGE COON.ENT OF CROSS TRAIL. The distance thatý- th• bomb hits over •

the target due to th £.act that the bomb sight allows for t~ail in reverse to

the track and "not in reverse .o, the heading as it occut.$.
14. DRIFT ANGI.. The angle, measured in degrees, between the heading and

14, 1 AN= TLage

the track.

15. BALLISTIC OOEFFICIERT. A number assigned tc a bomb according to its

sises shape,, dd weight which is a measure of its air resistance of stream lin- 0

ing. It is determined by proving ground test. The number is based on an arbi-

trary standard of one...-

16. 1TRNAL VEW0CITL. That rate of fall at which the air resistance is 0

equal to the bomb weight and .byond which no furthe.r increase in velocity can

occur. Terminal velocity ray be used as an expression of the ballistic charact-

eristics of a bomb.

17. TDI OF FAIL. Total time it takes bomb to travel from point of release

RES' ' IC TED
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(Note: Time of pall is a ftzotion of the ballistio coe4fficijnt
~is se t in, the. U type bombsight through a quantity

18. M , The" prabolic curved path traced tgr a bomb from point of

release to pint of impact. .

Adjacent

20. Adjace&

21. • .*:

22. 0 Adda t

As the tangont Increases so does the angle@

23. MWCj.f. The rate of change of place or position.

24. ACCEIERZTONTh rata of change of Ve loci ty'. 0

* SECTION 11

* " . CALCUL'MTIONS

1. sY •I•;O --.

a, D - distance.
b. t,-ti,.

C. &,-., aeccleration.

d. 'D *&trail.

"e�-� 1Adropping angle.

_. DS - diad- speed.

. GSa grownd P"ed6'.....>

t6 k.T.'- a ialtite of fall.

M•. w-hole ra•° ,s ,

. • • • D
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1. AR - aotal range.

j., OT - ooss-trail.

*. RCCT - range componont ross-trail.

v - velocity.

2. fO3 .

a. D -Vt 0

k. D: at

a.VTF IA= 7

d. VIIATP xGS

e. AR•R- -T

f. AR:(ATFxGS)-T

£. Tan dropping angle a _A •
Alt.

SAR in mils = Tan dropping angle x 1,000.

I. Trail in Feet - Trail in mil] x Alt

. CT T sin drift angle.

k. RCCT- T (l-cos drift angle).

Disc speud -z .530
A r--

* ; Distance 'rller is out from center of disc is directly proportional

to Is.

. 'VoJlocitYýr of- roller is directly proportional to GS. 0

_. 1 mile -. 5,280 ft, 1 nautical mile r 6,080 ft, 1 knot 1 nautical

:,TMne per hour,

. haz DA GS x 14 x ATF

g. To change disc speed .(decrease or increase, of DS):

Amount of change :Error In maTan DA x IoDo x DS

RES TRICTED
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L, Decreaso in trail setting used with intervalometer for bomb spqatnh
U'

Decrease = 500 x No. of bozbs x bomb interval
altitude

j. 1 bubble length = 20.

&_. 17.5 mila : 10, i.e.,, 1 buohle length : 35 mil error.

SECTION' III

CAUSES OF ERROR IN SYNCýRONIZJ= BOMBING

1. RAkNGE EflROPS SHORT qAUSM BY FOLLOWING:

_ Trail too small.

b_.. Altitudo too low.

S. DS too slow.
0

d. Air speed too fast.

e. DA too large.

f. Foro and aft bubble displaced to the front.

Z. Synchronization too fast.

"Telb scope cable .too long. ,

i. Rol3,jr slippage.

." Ship in glide when bomb is released.

2. AEFLECTION _WRS. 70 TM, R-I4KT- CAU•UsE BY THEJE OLOW.ING:

a,� tabilizqr twisted clock-wise.

b. Latera bkbblo off to the left.

c. Dove tail misaligned counterclockwise.

d. Vertic.l hair drifting' to -the right.

RES TRIC TED
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FIEW CHECKS 0

E'CTION I

PREFLGHT INSPECTION
0

1. DUT . Bombardier officer assigned to plane is responsible for pre-

flight inspection of bombsight.

2. PMVIOUS TO PRE-FLIGHT INSPCTION. a. Have auxiliary power to plane 0

connected.

b. Chock log book for 50 &nd 15 hour inspections.

3. PROCEED WITH PRE-FLIGHT INSPECTION. a. Turn stabilizer gyro switch 0

ON.
b. Turn bombsight gyro switch ON.

c, ,Chock coincidence of the optic indicator.
0 0

d. Test the action of the search knob - telescope drive clutch dis-

engagod.

e. Test actio, of telescope drive clutch.

L. Chock Q'ctended viaion knob and leave in normal (full forward)

position.
&. Uncage gyro and test action of the levelling knobs. Cage gym.

h. Test the automatic release through the bomb racks.

i. Check telescope motor.

(1) Týrn telescope motor switch OW.

(V) Check disc speed control at about five positions throughout
0

range of disc speed knob.

(3) Take at least three tachometer readings in each position.

(4) 'Readings in each position should not vary more than • RPM.

(5) Iurn telescope muter switch OFF.

. Chock bubble and telescope croso-niai lights.

R RES C TED
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6(l) Place bombsight on exactly zero drift.

(2) Place optic- inicator oi 7Aro.

(3) Sight through optics and,otate trail arm rapidly between

saro, and 150 miles.

(4) Allow no perceptible laf-rai motion of the fore and aft hair.

S1.+ Check for zero-trail on cross-.trail mechanism.

(1) Remove bombsight stem locking pin.

(2) Place the optic indicator on zer'+, bombsight on zero drift

and trail arm on exactly zero.

(3) Sight through optics and rapidly rotate sight stem clockwise

and counterclockwise. Allow no lateral motion of the fore and aft cross-hair.

()Replace .abi . stem _ckig p.in....

mn. Check zero position of the rolle'. ....

** (1) Place optic indicator on Zero. Place rate indicator 'u tan.0O

ahead of zero.
(21' Set-trail arm on fifty mils. Sat macimum disc speed.
(3) Engage rate clutch.

(4) Turn telescope motor switch ON.

$) Sight through optics#; there should be no apparent fore and aft

motion of the lateral cross-4iair.

(6) Place the trail arm on, first, 48 mils, then, 52 mils.

(7) Movementof'thq- lateral cross-hair should be just perceptible

fore and aft respectively.

n. Check for roller .-lippage.,.

(1) Set disc speed to .53 RPM..

(2) Set trail arm atýzqro.

R, 2 S tRI C TED
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WU* WiiO cml~tor to travel from position of rate indicator to zero sighting. +

• : 5)Time should be ten seconds plus or minus two-tenths second.

S()Range inodicator can then be placed at different positions

• on the rate scale and the timing repeated.
(7) Regardless of position of the•rate indicator, it must take

ten seconds for optic indicator to move from position of rate indicator to zeroit

sighting ar a. n in

(•) Turn telescope motor switch off.

0. Check servo motor action. ,

'(1) Turn the servo motor switch on.

(2) Engage directional clutch (disengage secondary clutch).
• . ) . .1. : . , r , -I. , - : . , .

... " (3) "p a torque to the bonbsight housing for about ten seconds 0

in both directions.

"(4)) 'This torque should be resisted vigorously.

p. Check course knobs for operation.

(1) With directional clutch engaged, rotate the turn knob.

(2) 'Stabilized brush should move thrbugh the same angles as the
'.4 .. ...... ..t -

bombsight.
(3) Try drift knob.

(4) Stabilized brush should move independently of the bombsight..

•. Check the action of. the PDI. Turn the PDI switch on. With the

turn knob rotate the PDI brush to the right. Pilot director indicator should be

to the left. ...

4. INSTRUCTIONS FOLLOWING PM-FLIU T. a. Turn servo switch off.

k•. Turn stabilizer switch off.

S, ST . 0
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. Turn bombsight switch off.

• d. Turn PDI switch of f.

•. Engage secondary clutch and disengage directional clutch.

f. Disengage rate clutch,

-. Cheek to see that bombsight gyro is caged.

h. Set optic indicator at maxinum sighting distance.

i. Set disc speed knob at minimum.

SECTION II

ROUTINE 15 HOUR INSPECTION

1. STABILIZER. a. Clean and oil rotor bearings. •

(1) Remove bearing caps.

(2) Use one drop of "H, oil only.

(3) Do not over-lubricate.

(4) When replacing bearing caps, make certain drain holes are on

the bottom.

b. Clean brushes, brush tubes and commutators. •

(1) Use cleaz white cloth to clean brushes.

(2) Make certain to. replace proper brush in tube correctly.

(3) Use orange wood stick anrd cloth dampened with tetrachloride •

to clean brush tubes.

(4) Clean commutator with cloth covered orange wood stick and gyro

not turning over 500 rpm. ... .

(5) Never use a tool for cleaning purposes.

(6) Before replacing brushes, check sides for shiny spots. If

any spots are found, dress down lightly with crocus cloth. 0

RE S TR I C TED D
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P -FLIGRT INSPECTION CHCK SHMT

U . ....... NO._ _ __ _ _

1. Run Sight Gyro. ..... ...... _.....

2. Check Coincidence of tele'jcope pointers.__

3. Test search knob action.

4. Test FDI action.

5. Test action of~telescope drive clutch.

6. T -t action of levelling knobs.
0

7. Check for pre-set trail.

8. Test automatic release,__

9. Check telescope motor.__

10. Check altitude knob and gear shift.__ _ _ _

11. Check all lights.__ ____ _ _ _ _ _ _

12, Check extended vision.

13. Run stabilizer and servo motor.

14 Check action of servo motor.

15. Check clutch tensions manually. ___

16. Clean ojtics as necessary.

CHECK AL SPACES IF THE UNITS ARE O.K.

DO NOT CHECK UNTIL ALL UNSATISFAbTORY CONDITIONS ARE CORRECTMED.

'" iswe No. 1

RE S TR IC TED
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c. Shaping flexible leads.

(1) Do not touch by hand.

(2) Use pencil or orange wood stick.

(3) Shape should not permit leads to touch gyro case, stabilizer

case or each other.

NOTE: Often a burned out flexible lead will check for continuity but will
not run gyro.

0

2. SERV 0.14T0R. a. Clean and oil bearings (isolated on commutator end of

motor and on end of spline shaft). •

b. Use one drop of "L" oil.

.. Clean brushes, tubes, comoutators.

(i). Sane as 1. b. above. •

(2) Make sure "hot brush" is thoroughly cleaned to'prevent short-

circuit.
d. Check action of clapper magnets and servo clutches.

* •
(1) Make certain bayonet springs are not bent.

(2) Make certain the clutch drags back against the cork faced

gear when magnet is do-anergized.

a. Clutches.

(1) Clutches and druma must be extremely clean.

(2) Use cloth and carbon tetrachloride.

(3) Use no abrasive materials.

3. PDI. a. Do not neglect to turn on switch.

*b. 'hen switch is on and PDI instrument checks "OKI, check PD1 brush.

d . Remove circular window above brush.

d. Press brush down on rcsistor coil.

G. Check for readings.

f. If there are no readings, bend brush to insure contact with coil.

RESTRICTED
* U S • 0 0 0 0

* 0 0 • 0 S 0 0 0
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*g. If there are still no readings, check coil for broken wire or short

circuit.

4. CAUTIONS. _. Use clutch puller, when removing secondary clutch.

(1) Threadod holes are provided for it.

(2) Do not pry it off.

b. Use fiber or wood plug to take off drift gear. Realign dove-tail

after it is replaced.

c. Carbon brushes, when replaced, arts clamped, not soldered, into clips.

d. If stabilizer does, not run but source of power is working and there

are no burned out wires, take following action:

(1) Snap commutator brush gently.

(2) If this does not help, check contact of slip Ting brushes on

slip rings.

5. BOMBSIHT. a. Remove cover of oil gyro bearings.

b. Remove bearing cap to lubricate upper bearing. Uscý care.

c. Clean brushes, tubes and commutators. Use same procedure as with

stabilizer (Paragraph 1., Section II).

d. Check lovelling knobs.

(1) Remove and clean sticking levelling knobs.

(2) Examine lateral knob particularly.

(3) Clean leather washer if it sticks to carbon (use tetrachloride).

6. RATE END. a. Oil bearings.

(1) Oil telescope motor bearing sparingly.

W() Clean telescope motor commutator very carefully.

(3) ,llow new telescope motor brushes to run in rather than

attempting to scrape them in.

• E S RI TED
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(4) Minimum of 85% contact is needed for maximum disc speed.

(5) After changing brushes thero should be 590 rpm's. (If not

obt-inable, do not attempt to tighten disc speed knob springs).

(6) In replacing bus bar, do not let flexible leads get between

bus bar and mzunt.

(7) Keep shape leads away from case.

b. Telescope motor points.

(1) Clean with fine, platinum point file.

(2) Do not use carbon t-* xchloride or crocus cloth.

c. Roller and disc.

(1) Keep very clean with carbon tetrachloride and clean cloth.

(2) Roller should turn freely in its carriage and upper bearing

of roller.

(3) Lower bearing on spline shaft should be carefully lubricated.

(4) Check carefully to see that disc shaft does not bind in its

block.
(5) Before replacing rate end cover:

(a) Zero trail arm.

(b) Use nut gear to run roller down as far as possible. 0

7. CALIBRATION. a. Remove pro-set trail.

(1) Check rate-end cover for pre-set trail, each time it is taken

off and replaced.

(2) If found, removu rate end inspection plate.

(3) Set in maximum disc speed.

(4) Place. rate index exactly at zero. •

(5) Clamp trail arm on zero.

(6) Loosen trail arm set screw.

(7) Tarn trail setting gear vith thumb and forefinger in direction 0

roller is turning until roller stops (inside rate end directly under trail plate).

RE S TR IC TED
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(0) Turn telescope motor off.

(9) Tighten set scrow and move roller off center of disc.

b. Check for roller slippage. 0

(1) Determine ATF by dividing aisc speed into 5300 (M 4, 5, 6, 7,

and 9).
(2) Check for settings of the rate index .20 apart throughout the

range of rate index.

(3) Read time when indices m.tch and when telescope index reaches

zero (allow .2 seconds for error).

(4) If time is erratic, it indicates roller slippage: In this

case.:
(a) Remove rate end covwr.

(b) Reclean disc and roller. 0

c. Check telescope vertical.

(1) To establish telescope in vertical, be sure bubbles are level.

(2) Use precision mirror, bowl of mercury or any liquid that will •

seek truQ level and has power of reflection.

(3) With bubbles level and sight on zero sighting, look through

telescope at mirror on base of stand on floor. 0

(a) Two images of the bo';tom of telescope will be seen in

mirror.
(b) Cross hairs should split lower image (nearest observer). 0

(c) If necessary, rate hair may be adjusted by turning

eccentric screw on No. 1 sheave.

(4) Position course hair by backing off cross trail locking screw 0

on cross trail bell crank.

(5) Tap telescope gently to dasired setting.

(6) Tighten screw carefully to avoid disturbing telescope setting. 0

A E ST 1I C TE D
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(7) Chock that 200 extended vision is not in sight when establish-

ing telescope in vertical.

d. Replacing telescope drive table.

(1) Use care to avoid kinking cable, using tweezers as little as

possible.
(2) Telescope cables should be fully wound on No. 5 sheave (on

telescope cradle) when sight is at 700 angle.

(3) With telescope at about 300 sighting angle, place wad of

paper, match or cloth between gear on #5 sheave shaft and gear of mirror quadrant.

(4) 7hread cable througi #4 sheave (thru telescope cradle gud-

geon around sheave #5 and attach).

(5) Remove block and allow cable to wind itself around #5. 0

(6) 1hroad through remairing sheaves and attach to #1.

(7) Erect telescope to vertical.

(8) After replacing cable, check telescope for vertical as in

Paragraph c. above.

8. PRECESSION OF SIGHT GYRO. a. Check for security of gyro gudgeon bear".

ing holding screws. (In center of gudgeon bearing caps).

b. In making routine precision check, be sure gyro has run at least

50 minutes.

c. Start on east heading, bringing gyro in to about 16 to 17 mils

east and not more than 5 mils north.

d. Go to north heading, making fine adjustments necessary. (Normally

south and west heading will fall in.)

9. HINTS ON PRECESSION RUNS. a. On east heading, dented balls and races

or dirty cardan gudgeon bearing will show up in following manner:

(1) Gyro will process east in normal manner to 8 or 10 mils.

RE S TR IC TED
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(2) *Eastorly preoession will then slow down or stop, and gyro

will rapidly hook to north. 0

b. Correct as follows:

(1) Clean cardan gudgeon bearings.

(2) Turn race of free end cardan gudgeon bearings 1800 to got

awmy from ball dents.

c. ii pondolous gyro will tend a spiral. Correct as follows:

(1) Go east, then north, ind finally west. .

.,(2) Clean gyro thoroughly with carbon tetrachloride.

(3) Relubricate and continue precession check.

d. A top heavy gyro is recognized by erratic precession reading.

Correct as follows:

(1) Let gyro get cold.

(2) Force it gently down to its proper seat, with two fiber 0

punches through the two holos on top of gyro case.

(3) Resume precession runs after proper period of warm up.

10. ADJUSTN T OF DRIFT KNOB. a.. If inside knob is bending or too loose, •

giving noticeable back lash, takc .illowing action:

(1) Loosen sot screw on drift knob shaft housing.

(2) Then move drift worm to mesh properly with drift guar. 0

(3) Tighten set screw.

b. If, vwhen double gripping, both knobs jam and ca•nnot be turned,

take following action:

(1) Ch(k lock not on drift knob shaft -- loosen.

(2) Separ.te drift from turn knob about .005.

(3) LocL nut. tightly. •

R E S fR I C TED
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15 -HIUR INSPETION FOMM

Sight # _ __ hanic Date 0

LG LmSTAILI II

1. Outer case inspected, 1. Outer case inspected 0

2. Rate'nd: 2. C~lutches:

Housing cleaned Directional clutch cleaned_ _

Wiring checked Secondary clutch cleaned_______

Disc cleaned Drum cleaned

Roller cleaned 3. Stabilizer G•ro:

Brushes checked PDI rheostat checked__

Commutator cleaned Isolated sector checked

RateMotcr Breaker points checked Wiring checked_ __ ___ __

3. Si•ht: Bearings oiled . ,_

Housing cleaned___ _ _ Commutator wiped clean_ _____

Wiring checked 4. Calibration:

Brushes checked Tension adjusted:

Gyro bearings oiled Directional clutch (18-22)

Commutator wiped clean Drift gear (6-8)

Running time: Sight Remarks

Running time: Stabilizer_ ,,

Man hours: Sight

OK'd by_ Man hours: Stabilizer
(NCO i.n charge)

Figure No. 2

RESTRICTED
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SECTION III

qMUZ SHOOTING

1. CHECK SIZET FOR DE TERMNING i LFUNCTION. If errors in bombing or mal-

f unctic ns are encountered and it is not definitely known that a malfunction exists,

then the following checks will be mada before a malfunction report is submitted:

a. Make complete pru-fligjt inspection of all bombing.equipment.

b. C:',ck altitude computations for correctness and correct altitude

and air speed being used.

c. Check bombing tables and target information for correct data used.

d. Check all switches and controls for proper position.

e. Check data set in sight for correctness (proper use of tach).

• f. Check that secondary clutch is not engaged.

•. Check that extended vision knob is in proper position.

h. Check levcling knobs for sticking.

i. Iurn switches on and off several times when some tinit fails to

operate.
j. Check hi-i.)w DS shift for proper position.

k. Check fuses that bombardier can replace. 0

1. Check generators in ship for switches "on', and voltage output.

2. TRoUBLE sH6OTING CHART. a. Deflection errors.

Trouble Check Correction 0

(1) Pre-set trail -- Setting: Set trail arm and tele- Check to see that the
in cross-trail me- scope index at zero. Remove scribed mark on the cross
chanism. sight stem pin. Check: Look in- trail rack gear. is opposite

to optics and rotate bottom of the scribe mark on the trail
shaft. No transverse motion of arm pinion when trail arm is 0
the fare and aft cross-hair at, zero. If not, reriove
should result. If motion does trail arm pinion and align
exist, it means that there is scribe.aarkers with trail
pre-set traiL in the cross *- anm set at zero. If the a-
trail mechanism. bove condition does not exist

it means that the bell crank 0
linkage from the crosm trail
rack gear to the push rod is

R E S T R I C T E D out of alignment. Change
a . , ,, . shims of bell.crank tolcorrwt

* 0 0 • • • 0 0 •
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Trouble Check Correct ion

(2) Dove-tail Settings. Set sight on zero Loosen the four screws of 0
misaligned. drift. Check to see that sight the bombsight stom locking

stem pin is in. Check that bracket and turn bracket in
telescope index is on zero. the elongated screw holes
Whilc .ioving trail arm back and until motion of the fore and
forth through entire range, lcok aft cross hair ceases when
into the telescope and observe trail arm is moved. CAUTION: •
fore and aIt cross-hairs. The This adjustment is very fine
fore and aft cross-hair should and when tightening screws
not move transversely; if it do it slowly to make sure
does, tho dovv-tail is out of that the bracket does not
alignment with the longitudinal move.
axis of the stabilizer and sight. 0

(3) Telescope out Refer to 15-houLr Inspection. Refer to 15-hour Inspection.
of vertical.

(4) Erretic PDI Check Bombardier's PDI with Clean PDI rheostat and brusl
, " Pilot's PDI. on sta�lizer. * Make certait

brush is making proper con-
°tact on rheostat. Check
drift gear for proper ten-
sion.

(5) Lateral Chock to sco if knob springs Check for binding of shafts 0
leveling knob out after releasing, due to dirt, corrosion,
sticking. etc. Disassemble, clean

and oil, if necessaryv"

(6) Directional Clutch in directional. Clutch Adjust spring tension to
clutch slipping, and apply torque to sight. If :18,.22 lbs. by ase of 0

sight turns easily, the clutch spring scale.
has improper spring tension.

.(7) Drift gear Turn drift knob and watch PDI. Adjust spring tension to
slipping. It should move evenly and saioth- 6-8 lbs. by use of sprLg

1y; if mQvement is erratic, scale. 0
drift gear is too loose.

(8) Servo motor. Clutch in direct clutch and at- Check commutator and
tempt to rotate sight. IL di- brushes. Check wiring.
rect gyro diis and sight tends Check clutches and sole-
to rotate of its oam accord in noids. Check isolated see- 0
direction of force; then servo tor and brush.
motor ii not working properly.

(9) Course knobs. Turn each knob. They should Check'foir burrs and high
move freely. spot in gears. Check for

binding of shafts and S
gears.

RE'S TR I C TED
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b. Range Errors.

Trouble Check 9Correction

(1) Pro-set trail See Section II, Paragraph 3.1. Refer to15 hour inspection.
or incorrect zero
position of roller.

(2) Improper Set, telescope index at zero. Adjust coincidence points
mirror cable Check to see if coincidlnce by eccentric screw on first
length. points match. If they do not, sheave.

then cable is too long or too
short.

(3) Roller See Section II Paragraph 7. b. If rollpr slipping, check
slippage. (1) (2) (3) (4). for excessive oil on disc

and roller; proper spring
tension and friction
through gear train.

(4) Erratic Take several readings with Q clean adjust:
disc speed. tachometer. If readings are 1. Commutator and brushes.

erratic it indicates erratic 2. Breaker points.
disc speed. 3. Loose wiring.

4. Governor.
5. Breaker arm.
6. Optic clutch pin.

0
(5) Vertical Usually recognized by reaction Check for defective wiring,
€r failure of gyro to leveling knobs. If commutat r, carbon, brushes

Scause both gyro is very sensitive or re- and proper voltage.
deflection and acts fast to leveling knob cor-
range erros.) rection, the gyro is not turn-

ing up to its maxi"••m. If gyro 0
tumbles when uncaged, the gyro
is completely out.

SECTION IV

ANTI GLARE EQUIPMENT 0

1. SELECTION OF THE CORRECT FILTER. To aid the bombardior in the selection

of the correct filter, a glare table is used to give the conditions under which

best results are obtained. (See Figure 3.)

2. INSTALLING THE FILTER. a. Filters art mounted in retainers (similar

to bombsight eyepieces).

b. Rudder eyepiece vest is furnished with filters. 0

RE S TRI C TED
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GTAREJABh FM § '11TH ItERIES ANTI-MGARE BMUPjN

Visual Conditions Affecting Targt Counteractirng Filter Type

Glare from snow Pla.n polaroids at low a±nd minimum
altitudes (1,000 to 12,000 feet).

Glare from water. Plain polaroids at low and medium alti-
tudes (1,000 to 12,000 feet).
Light yellow filter at high altitudes
(20,000 feet).
Dark yellow filter at high altitudes
(20,000 feet).
Red filter at high altitudes (20,000
feet.).

Glare from sandy soil. Light yellow filter; dark yellow filter.

Glare from white sand. Light yellow filter; dark yellow filter.

Heading into sun. Light yellow filter; dark yellow filter.*

Cutting through haze, fog, overcast, Dark yellow filter; red filter.
and shadows.

Searchlight glare. Plain polaroids at any altitude.

NOTE 1. In broken cloud formations, the plain polaroids cut out all weak cloud
formations dnd leave solid cloud banks more sharply defined.

NOTE 2. Nature of terrain, altitude of mission, the siu of the objective, light-
ning uffect, and the weather will affect efficiency of filters.

N0TE 3. The applications of the filters ovwarlap; thus, experience and judgment o4bombardiers will bo the deciding factor for choosing proper filter.

Figure No. 3.

RE S TR I C TED
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c. Remove present eyepiece and set, proper filter into the rubber

eyepiece provided.

d. Insert eyepiece into the eyepiece sleeve of the bombsight.

3. USE OF POLAROID FILTERS. a. These filters must be adjusted to

reduce glare to a minimum.

k_. Adjustment is obtained when plane of polarization is aligned

properly with the target.

c. Alignment is obtained by twistiag entire filter assembly in its

seat until glare is minimized. 0

4. USE OF ADJUSTABLE FILTER. a. Differs from other filters.

b b. Has two-fold purpose.

(1) Reduces or eiiminate glare, and

(2) At same time varies total amount of light transmitted to

the eye.
c. To obtain variation in the transmitted light, rotate inner ring

of the assembly over its arc of rotation until desired amount of light is allowed

to pass through.

!d. Light transmission vnries from total uxtinction to about 40%

transmission.

e. Adjustable unit effective when the filters are not.

5. CARE OF EYEPIECE FILTERS. a. !Thcn not used should be kept in contain-

er case.
b. Should never become damp or dirty.

c. Should be cleaned by:

(1) Breathing on active surfaces.

(-2) Polishing with- 6oft aoth or lens paper (or cotton).

d. Should never be washed. •4t water.

e. Should never be left in vkrm place.

f. If necessary, grain alcohol on cloth may be used sparingly; glass
surface of filter must be free of grit in this case.

RrsTMICTED
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SECTION V

COLD MATHMER OPERATIONS AND USE OF HEATING COVERS 0

1. EFFECT OF TUERATURE ON MRKING EFFICIENCY. a. Bombsight and stabili-

zer need not be pre-heated at temperature of -5 0 F (-20 0c) or more,

b. Above temperature must be maintained regardless of ambient tempera- 0

ture.
c. Temperature of units should be maintained above ambient for maxi-

mum efficlienpy.•

2. WHEN BELOW MINIMtRM4 R&UIRE•TENTS. If unit temperature is likely to fall

below minimum temperature limits, action should conform, to that explained in

Paragraph 1.

3. HEATING COVERS NOT AVAILABLE. Ihen heating covers arp not available

and ambient temperature is below specified limit for bqmbsight, take following

steps:
a6 When ground temperature is below minimum required, place bombsight

and stabilizer in a dry room with satisfactory temperature.

b. if not to be used soon, pack each bombsight in an individual stor-

age case with j pound dessicant (silica gel). 0

C. Storage case must be as airtight as possible.

d. Never place a cold sight in a warm humid room.

e. Equipment should have warm up period of at least two hours before

being taken out of storage (vhen necessary).

f. During warm up units should be covered with blanket.

•. After installation (just before take off) units 'should be recovered

ind operated after turnover of engine.

h. During flight, temperature of the two units should exceed that of

bombardierts compartmnt. Hence, take following action:

RES TRIC TED
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(1) 'Keep' bombsight covered and in cona:indal operation.

(2) A-I heated cover should be removed ony- on tactical mission 00
or when bombsight temperature is well above the ambient.

i. Should units fall below -5°F, take following action: (

(1) Turn on switches alternately for periods 09 5 to 10 seconds.

(2) No two switches should be turned on at the same time until

all units warm up.

(3) After all motors are running satisfactorily, operate rate and

motor switch in the same manner.

40. USE OF HEATINC COVERS. a. Bonbsight cover, Type A-I,. is an electrically

heated cover with connecting cord.

(1) Cover operates on 29 volts DC or AC service. ,

(2) Will maintain minimum temperature within bombsight of 150F

(or-9WOc) when ambient temperature is minimum 60OF (-51°C).

b. Use cover only during freezing or excessive humidity. * 0

"c. Heat cover while bombsight ie warming up.

d. Never permit temperature of bombsight to fall below-+50 F.

e. Sight must run minimum of • hour before takeoff, with cover heat

"on" at the time.

,f. Generally, keep sight heated so that its temperature always exceeds

that of surrounding air. •

5. INSTALLATION AND OPERATION. a. How to install.

, (1) Loosen locking device on draw string of cover.
(2) Cpen up mouth .of cover to maximum opening.i

(3) Place hand-held tachometer in tachometer case and place case

in its pocket.
(4) Hold cover open with left hand below junction box; right hand

opposite side.

A RE S T RICTED
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(5) Slide cover over overhanding part of sight and pull down

snugly over remainder.-

(6) Tighten drawstrings and slide locking clamp into place.

b. Use on ground.

(1), ,•'Cover may be used in low or humid temperature.

(2) Secure a standard transformer (300 watts, 110 volt, primary

and 28 volt secondary).

(3) Plug cover circuit into transformer secondary leads.

(4) Plug transformer primary circuit lead into the standard

receptacle circuit auxiliary oil.

C. Use in flight.

(1) ,'hen temperature requires, plug connecting cord into 24V PlA

rheostat of the plan . A ..

(2) "hen temperature requires, keep sight operating with the

cover on and heating.

(3) WVhen target is approached, loosen draw string and open mouth

of cover to its maximum opening.

(4) Men necessary, to remove cover, grip the two handles and

pull upwards. Disconnect cover from po•er supply when removing.

(5) After leaving targ..t, .replace cover on sight.

RESTRICTED
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CHAPTER THREU

TIM C-1 AUM1LATIC PILOT

SECTION I

GROUND CHECK

1. BEFORE PREFLIGHT. a. Connect auxiliary power to the airplane.

b. Disengage control locks.

c. Turn all knobs on the pilot's control box to "pointer-uap" position

d. Place turn control in detent position.

2. PROCEEDING 'ý!I¶TH PREFLIGHT. a. Throw master switch on pilot's control

box on.
b. With the master switch on, check to see that the following units

are operating.
(1) Directional gyro in bombardier's compartment.

(2) Flight gyro.

* (3) Rotary converter.

(4) Aileron, rudder, and elevator servo motors.

c. Thirty seconds after master switch has been thrown on, turn on

direction gyro servo and PDI switches on pilot's control box. (On same airplanes

servo and PDI switches are one switch.)

d. Turn on tell-tale switch.

e. Move aileron control wheel throughout its range. The right and

left aileron lights should not flicker but should burn steadily, and only one

light should be on at a time. As the dead spot area is passed, th opposite

light should go on.

f. Move thu eievator control Colunn for same check.

•. LLove rudder pedal for samo check.

h. After master switch has been on for about five minutes, place all

controls in approximate neutral •nd thrqw aileron, rudder, and elevator switches

on. RESTRI C TED
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j. Over-power all controls, one at a ti•jc. Considerable force should

be encountered.

•*. Next try the oentering knobs.

(1) Rotating the aileron centering knob clockwise should cause

the aileron wheel to rotate clockwvise.

(2) Rotating the rudder centering knob clockwise should cause

the right rudder pedal to move in.

(3) Rotating the elvator centering knob clockwise should cause

the control colugn to move to the rear.

IC. Next try the turn control.

(1) Place the turn control on zero (just out of detent) and check

to see that the second!ry arm locking solonoid is energized and locks the second-

ary clutch.
(2) Rotate the turn control clockwise. Aileron control wheel

should rotate clockwise and right rudder pedal should move forviard.

(3) Return turn control to detent.

1. Next, try the action of the secondary clutch.

(1) Unclutch secondary clutch and move to the left.

(2) Aileron and rudder control surfaces should move so as to give

a right turn.

m. Check sensitivity on all axes as follows:

(1) Turn sensitivity clockwise all the way on each axis.

(2) Move the centering knob on each axis two serrations, with

respect to the pointer. Controls should move slightly.

n. Check ratio on all axes. Rotating the ratio control on each axis

clockwise and counterclockwise should cause the controls to move slightly.

o. Continue as follows:

RESTRICTED
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(1) Throw C-I automatic pilot master switch off.

(2) Shut off auxiliary power.

(3) Re-engage the cuntrol surface

(4) Check to sou that the turn contr'.7 is in detent.

(5) Turn off tell-tale light switch.

(6) Check to see that all knobs on pilot's control box are turned

to pointers-up position.

(7) Chock to see that secondary clutch is engaged and primary

clutch is disengaged. 0

SECTION II

AIR ADJUSTMENT

1. CHECKS. a. Chock pilot control box to see that all pointers arc at the •

12 o'clock position, and that the turn control is at the center position.

b. After ship has taken off and has gaincd desired altitude, turn on

master bar switch. 0

c_. Two minutes after previous operation, turn on PDI and servo switch.

d. Wait fully tcn minutes for the eouipment to warm up.

e. Trim to fly straight and level hwnds off. 0

2. STECO•'iRY CLUTCH. Disengage secondary clutch by rotating knurled knob

countercLoc .se, full against the stop. Now the PDI may be centered as indi-

cated by 44 pointer, and arm lock held down manually until further notice from 0

the pilot,

3. hi, GAGING PILOT. a. Pilot will rotatu ailtron centering knob until

aileron lights so out, then immediately throw aileron lock switch on. The same

procedure wi)' apply for all three centering knobs and locking switches.

b. The svcondary clutch may now be engaged by turning knurled knob

clockwise, full against stop, ruleasing arm lock. 0

R S S T R I C:TE D
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4. WNSlT=V7Ty. Turn aileron sensitivity Ikob clockwise to the point

where the controls vibrate. - - .

b. Then turn counterclockwise until vibration ceases.

-. The previous step •pplios to all three sensitivity knobs.

5. RATIO. a. Turn aileron ratio clockwise until wings cucillate with re-

spect to the horizon; then counterclockwise until oscillation ceases.

b. Turn rudder ratio knob clockwise until ship fishtails; then rotate

counterclockwise until movement ceases.

c. Turn elevator ratio knob cloc!.wise until ship pitches up and down;

then counterclockwise until no movenment.

6. TURN COMPENSATION. a. Secondary clutch is now disengaged, moved to

the right for a loft turn, and held full against the stop.

b. At same time., pilot adjusts aileron compensation knob until 180

bank is indicatod by flight indicator.

c. Rudder compensation knob is adjusted until the ball bank indicator

has ball on the high center sidc of the turn.

d. If altitude is not constant, adjust up-elevator compensation knob

to maintain altitude.

e. Center PDI and ungage secondary clutch.

7. OPERATINQ TURN CONTROL. While coming out of the turn in opuration of
0

the turn control:

a. The knob must be brought back to zero position.

b. It must bQ hold there until ship has assumed _ straight u.nd luvUl

flight before placing pointer in. center position.

8. I'I, Iith auto-pilot engaged DO NOT TRIM SHIP ITITH TRIM TARS. If

trim is necessary, usu centering kn•;bs or disengage systum; thkn retrim with ship

trim tabs and re-engage pilot.

RES TRIC TED
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SCTION III 0
25 HOUR VISPCTION

1. VISUJ INSFECTION, Chock ail units for fraycd wiros, bad c.nnactions,

loose screws, burrod %nd oily commut•tors.

2. gOTCH TENSION. Turn on ,iaster switch and wait approximately 5 minutes

before turning on PDI and servo -witch. In ten minutes the flight gyro should

erect-to w4thin 2 of the 'vertical,

a.. After this time the directional gyro should be checked for pre-

cession. Clutch in the secondary clutch on zero. There should be no moveme t

of the PDI thereafter, Allow to run ifor 15 minutes.

b. Adjust clutch tension on all three clutches: directiona4 18 to

22 lbs., secondary, 10 to 14 lbs., drift, 6 to 8 pounds.

c. Check for proper functioning of dashpct.

d. Check locking solenoid release, -. 0

3. CLEANING. a, Remove covers and inspection plates, from flight gyro,

servo motor, rand directional panel.

b. Clean with line-free rag and alcohol or white gasoline. 0

c. "fork wipers over cach potentiometer after cleaning.

4. BR4YE LOCKING LEVER. Brake locking lever should be checked for release.

1%en pressire is off, lever should spring back to stop screw head. 0

5. RELAYS, Relays in amplifier should be free from pits. If pitted,

dress with a swiss file and crocus cloth.

6. BRUMES. If used constantly above 20,000 feet, brushes should be in- 0

spected and replaced every ten hours.

7. PO.NTIOMMTIR CHECK* a. 'With lights on, work controis manually.

b . Flickering of lights will indicate dirty or open potentiometers.

RE S TR I C TED
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8. SENSITIVITY. Check sensitivity by noting increased flickering of/

toll-tale lights. 0

9. ATIO CONTROL. •" Check ratio control by moving knob and noting

action of control in direction of rotation. On the rudder the PDI should be

10 off center.

b. With the brake switches off, move the controls nianuaily from one

extr4me to another to check for dirty or open balance pots.

(1) The lights will flicker during movement if dirty or open.

(2) If recuired, clean with alcohol and wipe dry with a lint-

free cloth.

10. MRT CONTROL. 1'hile examining turn control, check for proper coordina-

tion of aileron and ruddor.

0@ • @• • •• •0
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CHAPTER FOUR

A•RAWNT MAINTENANCE

SECTION I

THE CALIBER 0.60 AIRCRAFT MACHINE GUN, 1'-2

1. GENERAL, The 13rowning Aircraft Machinc Gun, caliber 0.50, 14-2, is

a highly offiocont automatio woapon built to precision standards. Givon

proper maintenance and correctly adjusted, this gun outperforms weapons of

comparable caliber and weight in use by any other nation. At least 956 of

all malfunctions may be traced to improper maintenance or lack of training

on the part of the operator.

2. ADJUSTIIETS. a. Contrary to previously taught methods, hoadspaoe

MUST be adjusted after the weapon is completely assembled. In order to make

a true hoadspacc adjustment, the length of the threaded portion of the bar-

rol must b; such as to allow it to project slightly through the barrel ox- * 0
tension when screwed in all the way.

b. Approved method. (1) Retract the action of the gun about one

inch and, with the point of a cartridge, screw the barrel in until the action

will not close.

(2) Unscrew barrel one notch at a timc urtil action will just

go home. Unscrew barrel two more notches.

(3) In screwing barrel in or out, always use the point of a

cartridge or other soft tool; novcr use a screwdriver.

3. VWEIGHT TESTING. a. It is necessary to insure that thu 0ounter-
0

recoil action has enough force to pull long cartridge bolts into the food-

way.

b. Approved method: (1) Attach a 17-pound weight by cord to a

bolt containing 12 dummy rounds.

REST RI C TED
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(2) Engage the bolt in tho foodway and pass the cord over R

pulloy (a bomb hoist pulley hold in a buch vise is satisfactory) in such a 0

manner that the cartridge bolt extends horizontally from the fceodway.

(3) Hand operate the gun a sufficient number of times to as-

sure that the mechanism fully closes under action of the driving spring.

(NOTE: 56 cartridges in links weigh 17 pounds; roll into compact bundle

and tape).

4. TIMING. a, Timing the Basic Gun. The purpose of timing is to •

insure that the gun is not fired too early or too late.

(1) During automatic firing, the gun must fire not later than

0.020 inch out of battery. 0

(2) Only when the first cartridgo of a burst is being fired

should the firing pin be reler.sed with tho recoiling portion in the br.ttery

position. •

b. Approved method of chocking (using gagos No. A351212 and No.

A3512 14)

(1) Adjust headspaco as above. *

(2) Cook the gun by fully retracting the rccoiling parts and

allowing them to go forvard into battery.

(3) Remove back plato and driving spring assembly. @

(4) Retract the recoiling parta slightly and insort the "FIFE"

portion No. A351214 of the timing gage between the barrel oxtension and the

trunnion block.

(5) Allow the barrel extension to close slowly on the gage.

(6) Release the firing mechanism by means of the trigger bar.

(The firing pin should release). &

(7) Remove the "FIRE" gage, cook the gun and insert the "NO

RE S T R I C T E D
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FIIS4 pgo No. A351213 an in stop No. 2 and No. 4 above, botwoon the barrel

cxtunsion and the trunnion block.

(8) Allow tho barrul extonsion to cloac slowly on the rago.

(9) Rcloaso the firing mechanism (Thu firing pin should not

bo released).

(10) If the firing pin does not respond to the "FIR" and "NO

FIIE" gages, as described above, replacement of the trigger bar is ntioosuary.

(11) In order to select a now trigger bar, remove thu faulty

one from the gun and place it on a trigger bar-pin for comparison with other

trigger bars.

(12) Line up the roar ends of thQ bars and select one on which
0

the cam surfaco at the front will depress the soar either earlier or later

as desired.

c. Timing with the Solenoid. Thu tondoncy at present is to firo

all guns, both turret mounted Pnd hand hold, by munns of an clpctrical sole-

noid. The standard solenoid is the type G-11, mountud on the buffer tube as-

sembly.. -This solenoid is extremely sensitive to voltage and will only work

properly when the cn,'incs aro running (generator putting out). Therefore,

final adjustnients should be mado in the air.

d. Approved method. (1) Adjust only after prcper hoadspacing.

(2) fssomblo the back plate to the gun., taking care that tho

flipper is lying fiat against the back plate.

(3) Turn the adjustment cap at the rear of the solcroid to the

right (clockwise) until it cnoes to a stop.

(4) Turn the adjustment cap to the loft (counterý clockwise')

approximately 1a turns. Continue from this point one notch at a time until

the sotting is foend whore the firing pin is just released the first time the
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solenoid 13 operated. Charge the gun two or three times to make sure that

this setting is correct.

(5) Turn the adjustment cap an additional three notches to the

left (counter-clockwise). Check this adjustment by charging the gun and in-

serting the .020 inch gage between the trunnion block and barrel extension.

The firing pin must be released the first tire the solenoid is operated. A-

gain aharge the gun and insert the .116-inch gage between the trunnion block

and barrel eXtension. With this gage in place, the firing pin must not be

released. Again operate solenoid ONCE ONLY.

5. HANDLING AJUNITION. a* A great deal of gun trouble is caused by

improper handling of ammunition. Although small arms ammunition is relative-

ly nafe to handle, great care must be exercised to prevent damage to the

loaded belts. Belts should never be dropped or stretched, and must be kept

free of dirt, grit, grease, oil, water, etc.

b. Short rounds are very easily caused by rough handling of bolted

a-munition, ard a short round will cause a stoppage in n,'arly every case.

The comploto bolt must be removed from the gun and the defective cartridge

removed from the bolt by hand. In the case of power turret guns, this would

cause the loss of one gun until after the action. Ammunition should always

be inspected carefully before loading into the airplane. Damp ammunition

will freeze at high altitudoes.

o. Armor piercing ammunition.must be handled oven morc carefully

than other typns and the mouth of the case is crimped into the bullet can-

noluto and a minimum pull of 100 lbs. is required to extract the bullet from

the case. However, duo to the solid nature of the core, all of this crimping

must be absorbed by the thin gilding metal Jacket, and rough treatment will

cause loose rounds and short rounds in every case. Also, because of this
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same lack of "give" in the projectile, it is not considered safe to use armor

piercing ammunition in a new barrel* The barrel should first be treated by

firing 100 rounds of ball ammunition before any armor piercing ammunition is

used. In unloading guns using armor piercing ammunition, care must be taken

when extracting the round from the chamber to seQ that the projectile is not

loft in the barrel.

6. TIGHT CHAMBERS 142, ALL TYPES. a. Frequently, when extrv.ctinZ a

live round by hand-charging, the bullet Jams iun the chamber, putting the gun

out of action until the bullet is driven out of the chamber, and all trace of

locse powdor is removed. In most cases, this is caused by the following con-

ditions:

(i) Ne*, barrel with minimum size chamber.

(2) Maximum round.

(3) Loose bullet.

b. To avoid thic malfunction, all caliber .50mmachine gun barrels

to be manufactured in the. future will have the bullet seat locat.,d forward

one-quarter inch in accordance with chamber and rifling drawing No. 064348,

rovisod March 2, 1942. To correct barrels now in service, caliber .50, chamber

roamers No. C121020 have been furnished to nll ordnance maintenance personnel.

Instructions for the use of the reamers were furnished with them.

c. Pendinj the correction of barrels in service and In 'tOrago the

the following precautionary measures must bu taken, particularly where 'combat

is anticipated:

(1) Inspect each round of caliber .50 armor piercing amnmunition

by pulling on the bullet to doterntine if it is loose. Reject all ammunition

with loose bullets.
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(2) Whea practioablo, use barrels that have fired at least 100 0

rounds in a continuous burst.

(3) If a now barrel is usud, charge the gun maiiAlly, using a

round of armor-piercing ammunition, to determine whether the bullet is on-

graved by the lands. If the bullet is engraved, the barrels should be fired

a continuous burst of 100 rounds, ball ammunition, or reamed as proscribed

in sub-paragraph above.

(4) Hand-chArging of guns with the cartridge in the chamber

should be hold to a minimulni

"(5) Barrels to be manufactured in the future, and barrels now

in ordnance storage to be modified in accordance with chamber and rifling

drawing No. 064348, revised March 2, 1942, will be pieco-markeda

"Airoraft barrels: D35348A-7 or D28272-9"', (depending on typo). •

7. PREVENTION OF SLUGGISH CPERt.TION as When operating at extremely

high altitudes, an excessive coating of oil will cause sluggish action and

may even bring about a complete stoppage. Oil on the firing pin spring, con-

goaling at high altitudes, would ce.uso the spring to lcse its power and the

firing pin would strike the primer with insufficient force to prime the carm-

ridge.

b. Guns.must be cleaned scrupulotisly; all burrs and roughness re-

moved by careful stoning, wiped carefully with an oily rag and then all traces

of oil removed with a clean, dry rag.

d. Upon returning from a mission, the gun must be cleaned care-

fully and sufficiently oiled to prevent rusting,, bearing always in mind the

fact that all traces of oil muit be removed beforo again sending the gun to 0

high altitudes.
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""d, Whother f6otor resulting -n sluggish operation of the machine

gun at high altitudo is the thickening of the oil (peCo. 2-2?)' with which the

oil buffoie is filled., This slows the oil bvIffer piston to such an extent that

the rate of fire of the gun is roduc'od by 50,01, oven though the restricted

openings are completely opened. Kerosene azxd Preostone have bean used as 0

substitutet for the oil with varying results. The' gun' has even boon used

with an empty oil buffer. With light bodied solutions, or no solution at

all.in the recoil-absorbing buffer, the rate of fire was greatly incroascd.

This, in time, would cause considurablo damage to the guns, duo to oxcessive

pounding and wear of parts, with li1nrcas6d prospects of stoppages through

breakage. 0

e. When tho rate of fire is incro-scd by any of the above methods,

the buffer discs in the buffer tube are hammered thin by the increased re-

coil force of the bolt. This causes the discs to spread and bind on the * O

qides of the -buffer tube; there is even sone danger of the buffer tube burst-

ing. It is, therefore, considered good practice to drill a 1/8" hole through

tho cantor of the fiber discs, Uhus permitting c,&.nsion inwarl instead of

outward against the buffer tube.

f. The practice of firing short bursts to warm the guns, as the air-

craft olimbs to high altitudes, has been abandoned, as the changing temper- 0

atures cause moisturb to collect in the guns which then freeze.

The muzzles of all guns should be kept covered with tape at

all times, as dirt and moisture will enter the bore and the barrel will be 0

rusted quickly.

8. MALFUNCTIONS. a. A Malfunction is an improper or incomplete action

of some part of the gun or its armunition which results in a cessation of fire 0
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'oalled a "stoppage". There are throe positions of stoppagest

(1) First Position Stoppage. One which occurs when all re-

ooiling parts are in their extreme forward or battery position.

(2) Second Position Stoppage. One which occurs when the re-

coiling parts are at any position from just out of battery to the position

when the bolt is halfw•y back of battery,

(3) Third Position Stoppage. One which occurs when the bolt is

in any position from halltway back to all the way back*

be Immediate action after stoppage*

(1) Loosen cover.

(2) Straighten bolt.

(3) Close cover.

(4) Charge &un (note if bolt feeds, and the round is ojocted).

(5) If cartridge is ejected and bolt foods:

(a) Fire.

(b) If gun still fails, check for ruptured cartridge.

(6) If bolt does not food:

(a) Raise cover (remove first round from bolt).

(b) Reload, rochargo, fire,

a. To stop runaway gun, raise cover plato.
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SECTION II

BOMB RACKS AML RELATED EQUIIIENT

1. GErEPJL. a. Bomb racks may be either internal or extornal to the

surface of the carrying airplane. In, heavy bombardment, bombs normally ar-

carried internally as the centor of gravity of each bomb of the bomb load

must be as close to the center of gravity of the airplane as possiblo. Thus,

the release of a bomb and the consequent sudden decrease in load may not dis-

turb the steady horizontal flight of the airplane. Although borabs carried

externally my seriously interfere with the performance of the airplane,

the trend at present is towards external racks as an auxiliary moans of in-

creasing the capacity of our heavy bombers.

b. An internal bomb rack is an arrangement of supports built as an

integral part of the airplane to provide suspension points for 'carrying the

,'.rious bombs comprising the bomb load.

c. Between the bomb rack and the Bombp.rdior's controls is a series

of linkage rods or c!.blos, or a combination of both. It is understood that

those will be eliminated in tho near future, as an electrically operated

system has boon developed.

d. As a connecting link between the bomb and bomb rack, a bomb

shackle is providod. This is a necessary link in the carrying, releasing,

and, in some cases, in the arming mechanism in use with internal bomb racks.

2. MP.INTENA1,TCE. a. Bomb shackles arc designed to operate without

lubrication and must be kept free from oil and dirt. They mtay bo cleaned

with kerosene after which they should be thoroughly blown dry with air.

Shackles are well made and there have boon very few ropnrtS of malfunctions.

Following is a chart of bomb shackle typos and capacities.
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(1) 1"hen oarrying 1400-lb. bomb on B-7 shackle, the safety

fao'tr is roduood. Severe mnnouvering will be avoided and airplane will

not be landed with tbis load.

(2) Before loading a 2000-lb. or 4000-lb. bomb rofor to Tactical

Orders for specific plane.

b. BOMB SHACKLE CAPACITIES

TYPE OF' BOI SHACKLE

D-4, D-6
B-7 B-9 D-7 D-8

S-

100# 100#o

300# 30Q#

2000# 2000#_ _

* 4000#

Figure 4.

3. RELEASE MECHANISM. a. If precision bombing is to be obtained,

positive and instantr.neous release is necessa•ry and the equipment must

permit either "armed" or "safe" dropping of the bombs. These requirements

are accomplished by the bomb releaise unit (A-2 release or A-4 rolease).

"b. Description; The type A-2 bomb rack release operates on 24

to 281 volts direct current and draws 6 amps at 24 volts. Electrically,

it releases the bomb "armed", provided the arming wire is inserted it the 6

arming wire retaitner, and, manually, it salvoes the borib "safe".
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o. Proflight inspections Check oaoh Simmondi fastenor or ring for

oxoesaive.wear or looseness.

.A* Pro-lording ohooks (1) Open bombay doors and cheek for proper

operation

(2) Place bomb controls in eoleotive position.

(3) CQoIckr.l bomb stations.

(4) Placob boimb control handle in looked position,

(5) Test oaoh A-2 Release.by trying to trip with a screw-

driver, if release will trip, the linkage must be adjusted.

(6) Be sure there is no bomb-bny g'.s tank on racks, cock all

A-2 ruleases; move bomb ontrol handle slowly to salvo position. This will

allow all play in bomb rack control linkage to be taken up and all releases

should trip. If any fail to trip; control rods must be adjusted until all

releases will trip.

(7) With bomb controls in salvo position and all A-2 releasos

tripped, try to cock each rolOVIso. If any reloaso hangs slightly; it is an

indioation that the reloaso is not completely in salvo and control linkage

must be adjusted.

(8) Place bomb controls in seleotivo position and trip all

stations electrically through bombsight.

* % Any adjustment made on one section of the racks will

affect all - :4 or at section.

to) In adjusting the conno'oting linkage between the bomb-

ardiorts control handle and the salvo bar, there may be a difference in the

positioning of intornal parts and linkage when the airplano is in the air

with the weight supported by the wings. Apparently, there is a redistrib-
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ution of stros3se after leaving the ground and, unless th,• rack is.adjustod

to take advafitago of the full rour dogroos of "selective", it may be poss-

ible to have the cntrol handle in the seleotive position and soui of the

releases in look. This may explain somb of the very numerous oases where the

racks check out all right on the preflight, but fail to release all of the

bombs in the air.

(11) The 'typo A-4 rolease is similar to the type A-2 except

that the manual controls have boon replaced with electrical, thus climin-

ating the long linkage betweer the bombay and the bombardier'3 compartment.

4. SELECTIVE ARMIPG. a. In order to provide selective arming of the

nose or tail fuse the bomb arming control boxes, types A-I and A-F wore do-.

signed. Although they differ -in appearanqeon operation thoy are similar 'and

either one may bo used.

b. The bomb arming control will accommodate only onG arming wire

so one control is mounted at each end of the bomb station, either the noso

or tail fuse, or both, may then be armed by manipulating switches in the

bombardier's compartment.

a. Prior to each bombing flight, test the bomb, arming control

for the r01lowing load chIrhotoristics with a standard arming wire.

'(1) Yrith mr-gnet energized, it must hold a 1(0-lb, load.

(2) With the iamnet do-onorgiz6d, it must hold a 3-lb. load.

(3) With magnet do-energized, it must hold a 4-lb. load.

d. Beyond a visual inspection for cleanliness, frayed wires and
/

security of attachment, no maintenance should bo necessary.

5. INTERVALOMETER. a. Purpose. In order to provide a moans for /
automatic roloaso in train of a number of bombs at a predetermined inter- /
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vRdl measured inr feot between sucoosaivo impacts, the bomb release control

(intorvalomoter) was doveloped.

be With tho train soloctor switch in the "train" position* the counter

knob requires pro-setting to the number of bombs to be released at least one

minute before closing the release switch.

o. Closing the release switch then initiateswa train bomb release

which continues until the roloaso solenoid circuit has been closed a number

of timo3 equal to the original setting of the counter pointer.

d. The pilot light remains lightod, if the jewel rim is in the "on"

position only when the counter is sot to a position above zero.

o. With the train selective switch in the "selective" position and

the jewel rim in the "ont position, the pilot light romnirs lightod.

f. Turn off. (1) To turn the bomb release controll off it is im-

portant that the train-selector switch be in the train position, and the

counter pointer at zero*

(2) in order to prolong the life of the tubes, and to eliminate

inaccurate and erratic bomb releasing impulses, the control should be left

off when it is not used.

Intervalomotor is "off" only when:

(1) Train selector switch is in "train".

(2) Counter-pointer is at "zero".

6. BOMB HOISTS. r.o In order to load the heavier typo of general pur-

pose bombs, the bomb hoist assembly, Typo C-3, wa's developed. 0

b. Metho-d of Setting Up Hoist. Information regarding the proper

method of setting up the hoist will be fov.nd in the bombay of unch particular

type of plane.
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o. Precautions in Hoisting. 4
(1) Do not release hoist and remove the sling from the bomb un-

til the hoist cable has been slaokod off ap roximately two inches from the

bornb, and seourity of shackle to the bomb and to the rack has boon deter-

mined.

(2) When hoisting bombs, it is necessary that the men opor-

ating the hoist drums work evenly and smoothly to prevent unoven pulling of

cable and bomb sling. This is necessary to prevent rolling of bomb from

sling.

(3) The oorroot sizo of bomb sling must ALWAYS be used.

(4) The bomb sling must be inspected for condition prior to

hoi-sting (use)*. This will include frayed straps, loss of cable Attaohing

ends, ahd general condition.

(5) The hoisting drums and worm drivo will in some cases re-

verse under boib weight if the hand crank is released.

(6) Bombs must bo hoisted and loaded on the racks to matbh

weight tabs at each station.

(7) Aftor use in loading, .the cables must havo tonsion applied

to them pri6r to and during rewinding upon hoist drum.

d. Waintonanco:

(1) Tho hoist units will be inspootod for such dofocts as --

frayed cablos, loose bolts and nuts, lost or broken cottor pins or safe-

tying, cracked or broken parts.

(2) It is sometimes necessary to poriodically clean and

grease hoist cablos.

(3) It is necessary that hoist units, when stowed, be secured
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scoured so as to prevent damage to airplanc or hoist units.

7. BOMB SLINGV^ a. In order to speed up tho loading of heavy bombs

(260 to 2CCC lbs.) the typo A- bomb sling was dosignod. The sling hook

assombly and the looking arm assembly provide the necessary connection be-

twoen the rollerless chain aid the hooks of the two hoist cables.

b* To use sling, the b-iib must be clear of.tho Cround (4.nnh or two)

so that the sling may be slipped under the bomb and proporly located near

the center of gravity.

00 During the hoistin& operation, the weight of the bomb acts to

tighten the sline about the bomb body, thus making slippago impossible.

d. After slings have boon used and boforo ropacking thcm in con-
- •

tainers, o-ch unit will bu washod in korosono and then inspoctod for corros-

ion, cracks, and bent or broken parts.

0. f ny parts found in such condition as to render thom insorvico-

able or questionable in any way will be replaced.

f. No ropairs will bo mado on the typo A-2 Bomb Hoist Slings.

0

r0
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CHAPTER V4

CO)BAT B01 BING TECHTIQUE

SECTION I - APPROACH ;0ITH C-I AUTO PILOT

1. GENERAL. a. Prooodure outline here based on following promisesa

Q,) Bombltng rwm oan utilize evasive action.

(2) Run is short and accurate.

(3) Target is visible at least 3 minutes prior to bomb ro-

lease.

(4) It is possible to make chock run when near the target

area.

b. Use automatic pilot when in working order.

(1) Automatia pilot to be asod by unit formation leadors,

(2) Planes to be flown manually on bombing run only as last

resort to accomplish missitn.

(3) A1l turns by manu.l pilot to be co-ordinatod controlled

turns.

(4) Turns using rudder not to be practiced.

(5) Group leaders to make banks as follows:

(a) Not to exceed' 100 to 120 with largo formations.

0
(b) Not to exceed 180 at any time on run.

e. Evasive action by formation leaderst

(1) 'mdount of banks and turns should vary.

0(2) Turns into wind should be greater and longer than turns

downwind.

(3) Turns should avoid drifting downwind from target.

(4) Bnmbardier should control evasive action in direction from
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initial po'int to bomb releauo.

do Whon on manual pilot. 0
(1) Pilot follows PDI signals of bombardier.

(2) Makes co-ordlinatod turna to center PDI.

(3) Pilot my ohango course as directod by bombardier (in-

torphono).

o. When C-i equipment is uscd:

(1) Turrscan be made from turn control in bombardier's corn-

partmont sot to nooessary dogreu of bank.

(2) Turnscan be madw by smooth action of soc'ndary clutch on

stabilizer. •

(3) Turns can be made by pilots control.

2. APPROACH FOR EVASIVE ACTION. a. Methods of approach for ovasivo

action a. constant altitude prior to initial point. •

(1) Use either E-6B domputor or automatic bombiag computer.

(2) Sot computer t• hoading being flown.

(3) Sot in drilft, ground speed or tangent of dropping angle and •

true air speed.

(4) Determine wind velocity and direction.

b. While ship ib straight and lovols 0

(1) Bombardier unlocks racks.

(2) Turns selector switch on.

(3) Sots intervalonotor countor-switch to number of bombs de- •

sired.

(4) Set solector to "train".

(5) Allow intervalomoter 1 to 3 minutes to warm up. 0
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(6) Bombsight stabiliser is levoeod.

(7) lt leaders adjdsat auto-pilot,

(8) Wingm•n takes ~ action (as precaution).

o. Initial point to bomb release lines

(1) Check 3-63 or automatic bombing computer.

(2) Make check of wind %irection and velocity.

(3) Note direction and degrees of turn to hit axis of attack.

(4) Pre-cet drift and tangesat of dropping angle.

(5) Make turn to put ship on heading of final approach (down-

wind).

' (6) Prepare for dry run.

(7) Open bombay doors.

do Dry rur.

(1.) Uncago gyro and unclutch secondary clutch.

(2) Clutch in directional clhtch,

(3) Make dry run, synohronising for course, rate.

e. Evasive actions.

(1) Leave gyro uncaged (unless banks exceeding 150 are required)

(a) Disongdgo directional clutch.

(b) Engage secondary clutch.

(2) Bombardier directs evasive actions

(a) Uses signal to pilot through PDI, or

(b) nlies' evasive action with turn control or secondary

olutoh.

(c) Dirocts pilot by intorphone.

(3) If using secondary clutch, move sight and secondary clutch
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4810othly fro~m side to side*

(4) Dr, not slip eight independently of secondary clutch.

(6) Bring P1! to zero.

(6) Bombardier positions teiesoope for 2C to 30 sooond run.

(7) Do not take vigorous evaive' actiri,.

(8) Turns should be upwind.

fe Check run: (1) Should be made on heading of final approach.

(2) Turn plane with turn control or sboondary clutch and

sight (as above).

(3) Place vertical orosshair on target.

(4) Bring PD1 to zero and synchronize"

(5) Check dropping angle, drift angloe sighting %nglo for

20 to 30 second rune

js . Evasive action poriod,

(1) Continue oonuinuous ovasivo action until upwind of

target,

(2) Make, correction in drift sottin&, dropping angle and

a ight ing angloe

(3) Take a strai~ht level run to check sighting angle and

establish a lovel gyro.

(4) Mhen target appears in top of optic, bombardier brings

ship around to axis of attack for final run;

(5) While chanGing altitude, use same procedure as above.

he- Unless large amount of altitude is to be lost, change in dir-

ectinn is bettor evasive taotics.

1. Start evasion by losing 1,C00 - 1,5CC foot; then evade in
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direction rather than altitude after a oheok dry run.

Evasive aotionto be taken vdll vary with the theater of

operations,

400
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3CTHOD6 OF MTESRINING LENGTH OF RUN

If BY CO,]•FTRR. me Figure 6 is dosignod to find sighting angle of

not more than 3C seconds and not loses thn 20 soeonds.

be On the computer shown in Pikure 5, the disc speed set in

sight is placed opposite the tangent of dropping angle to be used on bomb-

ing run. Sighting angle is then read under lower large arrow. Disc speed

is 15C rpml tangent of dropping casle is C.51 si;hting anglo is 440.

c. Figure 6 is designed to find sighting angle. of not more

than 45 seconds and not lees than 3L seconds.

d. Operation of the computer shown in Figure 6 is same as

outlined for Figure 5. Disc speed is 15C rpm; Tangent of dropping angle

C.51 sighting angle is 5C0.

2. BY POSITIONING TELESCOPE. Figure 7 shows a second mothod of find-

ing sighting angle. If the tangent of the dropping angle has been solved

by synchronizing, the rate index is positioned at a definite tangent. The

actual time of fall for that altitude is known. Thus from the tangent value

indicated on the rate scale to 0 on the rato scale is the ATF. If the tan-

gent value is .4C and the ATF is 4•: seconds, then it will take the telescope

10 seconds to travel from .4 to .3 or from .6 to *7, et.,, on the tangent

scale. Thereforo, if the bombardier desires a 3L second run, he has only to

count back throe tangent values (to .7) and position his telescope.

NOTE: If telescope creeps, turn off telescope motor and clutch in tole-

scope. When cross hairs intersect target, turn on telescope motor.

3. Er TIMING. A third method of positioning the telescope for desired

length of run is by timing (trial arnd error), using a stop watch to time travel
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TIMING OF BOMBING RUN
0 0 0" 0 0 4 *

10 40 SEC, 10 102

-. 3 -. 3 -. 3
o E -. ,o E - o E --.402020.5 --.

30 SEC. . .~(30 60 .0 .61

406 OSEC.
40 a 40 40 A-. 9

•LO 8 9
to ~1.0 t

50 50 1- 5o0•15

so 60 so SEC

?o &0TO 30 703.0

EXAMPLE I. EXAMPLE 2 EXAMPLE 3.

L ATF 40 SE L ATF 40 SEC. L A TF 40S
RUN DESIRED o sEC TAN OF /,A .4 TAN OF D/A .4
TAN /,A .4 TIME OF TRAVEL P TIME OF TRAVEL OF 0
7ESCOPE SErT.7 (W55) TAN UNIT ,, /0 SEC. TELESCOPE INDEX FR

2. PLACE TELESCOPE 2. ANATFDISTANGE ANY ONE TAN UIlT IS
INDEX AT .7 OR (Wi) OF TELESCOPE INDEX THE SAME.
MWEN LATRIAL CROA - TRAVEL FOR ONE BOMBARD/ER MA4Y TI
HAIR REAEs TARGT SECOND. HIS TEL SCC INDEX
THILf' ARW 30 S I PLACE TELESCOE TRAVEL ANYWHERE ON
LEFT IN Tt rHE 5MING INDEX AS FAR BACK THlE SCALE 70 DETER-
RUN. AS NECESSARY Tm MINE LENGTH OF RUN
.4 -040&.01 DISTANCE SEE TARGET DESIRED
IN ONE SECOND NOTE NUMBER OF" ZN
.01 TIMES 30,3 UNITS LEFT WEWm
.4"t'.3,'.7 SETTING RATE AND TELESCQW
A-577 INDICES O TIME

LENGTH OF RUN DE-
SIRED.

FIG. 7'
• • • • • • •7
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-53 0
of telescope or by oounting (one-thousand-oneo etc.). This nothoe' is not 0
recoomended if other methods ann be employed. (•)

4, ALTERNATE METHOD FOR TIMING TURN. a. In the paragraphs above, the

bombardier positioned his telescope and, when the tarct appeared on it,

turned on the telescope motor or clutched in tho to7orý;cJc as ho came on

thc course. In doing so, he used his judgomont and w-qerience to solect

the proper time to turn and piok up the target. There is an alternato

method for timing the turn so as to be on course at the proper time to as-

sure the desired lqngth of run;

be The bombardier can clutch in his telescope tho first time

the targqt appears in the telescope -•,d leave it clutched in -- telescope

driving qll the time. He then solviz- for his sighting angle as in para-

graph abovo and macrkv the sighting angle position with tape or any other * *
available substance. He may simply note the position. The bombardier can

use the rnte of closure of his telescope as a guide for timing his turns

to assure him of making his last turn at the proper sighting anglo. There 0

is also the advantage that the bombardier will have the target in view through

his telescope at all times instead of just during the time it appears from

the sighting angle to dropping angle. o

400
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CHAPTER VI 0
NAVIGATIONAL AND BOMBING AIDS

SECTION I - NAVIGATION AIDS -0

lt TO OBTAIN DRIFT AND GROUND SPEED WITH M-SERIS! V'J. a. Turn on

*tabiliz~r and. sight switches.

.b. Set in proper disc spood and trail.

a. Set teleescope at any convenient angle.

do Ship must fly constant heading.L%

e. Unoage siiht gyro.

ft. Swing sight head in direction of drift until vertical hair

tracks along objects on ground..

j. Engage directional clutchi

h. Engage rate clutch and synchronibe accurately for rate.

i. Read drift en drift scale.-

•. Reqd dropping angle and, through usa of tables, or omputers,

dorive ground speed.

RI
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BONDING AIDS

I. ,63. ,a. PollowinC are required. (1) Bombs.ght mounted in air-

craft for normal bombing operation, tachometer and stcp vatch.

(2) Bomabing tabl~es showing the tan~ents Cr.i' o'nping angles

and the.,corresponding ground speeds "for type borrb hruf• e 1sed/

b. To determine true air speed, take-pressure tltitude from alti-

moter at 26,000 feet (Figure 8).

(1) Rotate inner disc until it is opposite air temperature

aloft (-30 0C).

(2) Find indicated air speed (155 mph) on minutes scale.

(3) Read off true air speed (240 mph) outer scale.

a. For altitude computations; (1) Repeat same procedure as for

TAS, only on altitude scale.

(2) Find indicated altitude on minutes scale.

(3) Read true altitude on outer scale.

d. True air speed and drift. (1) Tangent of dropping angles for

corresponding ground speeds and altitudes shown on the E-6B computer (Figure

9).

(2) The pro-+arranged #-6B scales are compiled for TDA com-

puted for veriouc altitudes using the same approxinate true air speed for

all altitudes.

(3) The tables from which these TDA'a are derived are shomi

(Figuro.-l0).

(4) In use, a single drift is taken on any heading.

(5), Then true air speed and drift are known and F wind velo-

RE S T R iC T F D
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city and dirootion line dutermined for any heading.

(6) On the scale, a droppinL angle in shown at the end of the

wind arrow on the heading to be flown on the run.

e° Drift and Ground Speed. (1) A quite. accurate drift can be ob-

tained simply by re-tating the bombsight until the vertical hair parallels

the object sighted.

(2) For synchronizing for absolute drift, set the trail and

disc spced in the sight for the altitude being flown and the bomb to be

dropped on that mission.

(3) Turn the bombsight until the proper drift reading has been

established, using the sight as a drift meter while the plane maintains a

constant heading.

(4) Synchronize for rate.

(5) Using the E-6B (Figure 11). 0

(a) Placo the TAS reading undor the center of the trans-

parent dise.

(b) Sot tbc compass heading of the plane opposite the •

indx of the computer.

(o) Plot and mark on the scale whore drift and either of

the others intersect° This will be the end of thu wind arrow. 0

(6) "rind direoction and velocity are obtained by moving the end

of the wind-arrow until it is lirpotly under the TAS indicator and drawing

the mph from the TAS to the wind arrow is the wind velocity and the wind is

from the indicated heading (Figuro .l2).

(7) The wind direction and velocity line will now:

(a) Give the approxin'ate drift and TDA on predicted bomb-

RESTRICTED
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IOCMB, SEMOLITIOK, 1000 LS M 40

TANENTS OF DROPPING ANkSU

Calibrated Indicated Air Sosed 166 m.p.h.

1.1. Altitude In thosands of feet

11" 1s 16 17 is is 20 21 22 23 24 2S 26 27 28 29 30
120 .34 .32 .31 .30 .29 .26 .27 .27 .26 .25 .23 .24 .23 .23 .22 .22
130 .37 .35 .34 .33 .32 .31 .30 ." 29 S 2 .27 .26 .26 .25 .24 .24
140 .40 .38 .37 .36 .35 .34 .33 .32 .31 .30 .30 29 .28 .27 .27 .26
150 .43 .41 .40 .39 .38 .36 .35 .34 .34 .32 .32 .31 .30 .30 .29 .28
160 .'6 .44 .43 .41 .40 .39 .38 .37 36 .3S .34 .33 .33 .32 .31 .31
170 .49 .47 .46 .44 .43 .42 .41 .40 .39 .37 .37 .36 .35 .34 .34 .33
180 .52 .50 .49 .47 .46 .44 .43 .42 .41 .40 .39 .33 .37 .37 .36 .35
190 .55 .53 .52 .50 .48 .47 .46 .44 .44 .42 .42 .41 .40 .39 .38 .37
200 .-S .56 .54 .53 .51 .50 .48 .47 .46 .4S .44 .43 .42 .41 .40 .40 0
210 .61 .59 .57 .56 .S4 .S2 .S1 .50 .49 .47 .46 .45 .44 .43 .43 .42
220 .64 .62 .60 .58 .57 .$5 .54 .52 .51 .50 .49 .48 .47 .46 .4S .44
230 .67 .65 .63 .61 .59 .S .S6 .55 .S4 .S2 .S1 .50 .49 .48 .47 .46
240 .70 .68 .66 .64 .62 .60 .59 .-5 .6 .SS .S4 .S2 .S1 .50 .49 .48
2S0 .73 .71 .69 .67 .6S .63 .62 .60 .49 57 .S6 .S5 .S4 .S3 .S2 .51
260 .76 .74 .72 .70 .63 .66 .64 .63 .61 .60 .SO .57 .SO .SS .54 .S3
270 .79 .77 .75 .72 .70 .69 .67 .65 .64 .62 .61 .60 .S .S7 .56 .SS
280 .83 .60 .73 .75 .73 .71 .69 .68 .66 .6S .63 .62 .61 .60 .S8 .57
290 .86 .83 .80 .78 .76 .74 .72 .70 .69 .67 .66 .64 .63 .62 .61 .60
300 .89 .86 .83 .91 .79 .77 .75 .73 .71 .69 .68 .67 .65 .64 .63 .62
310 .92 .89 .86 .84 .81 .79 .77 .76 .74 .72 .71 .69 .68 .66 .65 .64
320 .995 .92 .89 .e6 .84 .82 .90 .78 .76 .74 .74 .71 .70 .69 .68 .66
330 .*g .9S .92 .89 .87 .8s .83 .81 .79 .77 .16 .74 .72 .71 .70 .69
340 1.01 .98 .95 .92 .90 .87 .85 .83 .81 .79 .78 .76 .7S .73 .72 .71
350 1.04 1.01 .98 .95 .92 .90 .88 .86 .84 .82 .30 .79 .77 .76 .74 .73
360 1.07 104 1.01 .98 .95 .93 .90 .88 .06 .84 .83 .81 .80 .78 .77 .75
370 1.10 k.07 1:04 1.01 .96 .9S .93 .91 .89 .87 .85 .83 .82 .80 .79 .78
380 1.13 1.10 1.07 1.03 1.01 .96 .96 .93 .92 .89 .88 .86 .84 .83 .31 .80
390 1.16 1.13 1.10 1.06 1.03 1.01 .96 .95 .94 .92 .90 .88 .87 .8S .83 .82 0
400 1.19 1.16 1.12 1.09 1.06 1.03 1.01 .99 .97 .94 .92 .90 .89 .87 .86 .84

Fig. 10
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Lug hoadim gf }
(b) The wind dirootion and velocity lino will givo the

drift and TDA for that headitge..

(a) Be sure the TDt4 is road from the correct altitude

Oolum.

fo Pro-sotting data in sight, (1) The use of this computor pro-

vides a quick and efficient mothod for determining the drift end TDA nec-

essary to the bombardier for pro-setting data in his sight.

(2) Pro-setting is absolutely nocessary for a short, 30-second

or less bomb run (Figure 13).,

Beforu leaving the ground: (1) Bombardier should write all the

possible data, s ch as GS and T Which might be used on the bottom of his

E-6B.,

(2) This is to avoid making mistakes in reading the bombing

tables and facilitatos work.(Figuro 14).

h. When more than 150 drift is vxpoctod.

(1) The ground spoods on the E-6B may be doubled and

(2) Corrospohding tangents -computod and written on the com-

puter (Figuro 15).

(3) Drift rcading romains the same and is not doubled.

2. ABC COMPUTER, a. Zero computer by matching dots on tho left, then

installing wind gear and compass rose so that dots on the right also match.

Sot lubber line so that it is opposite wind arrow at the time that the dots

arc matched and drift pointer is on zero (Figure 16). This stop is completed

prior to take-off and once adjusted the computor should romain so until re-

moved from the stabilizer. Howovýr, it should bc chtokod prior to each

RE.S T R I C T E D
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mission.

b. Select the proper tangent scale and install (Figure 17).

a,. Bo% true air speed (193 mph) on the tru-e airspeed scale (Fig- @

ure 18). Note, if the true air speed is between 10 and 200 mph, then tho

scales are used as indicated. If true air speed te _,tovo T'0 •h.) ! thun all

the linear scales TAS, G3, and wind are doubled. The dropping angle tangent

scale must be selected for the single value of tho linear scales or thu

double value, whichever is usod. The speed ranges indicated on the tangent •

scales show if they are for the indicated scale value or double that value.

If one linear scale is doubled, all of' them must be doubled; the angular

scales (drift) always remain the same and do not double.

d. When roady to determine the wind, which may be done on any

straight heading, engage the sucondary clutch so that the automatic pilot

will fly the ship straight. Sot compa:os rose to magnetic heading (160O) * *
as obtained from navigators compass and look to stabilizer gyro with lock

for compass rose (Figure 19).
V

e. Swing sight head as a drift meter to determine drift. when

sight is at proper drift angle (8°L) synchronize for the tangent of the

dropping angle (.57). This should be accomplished over terrain which is

approximately the same olovation as the target. 0

f. Turn wind arrow on WBC to the approximate direction of the wind V

(from the right in this case).

Set drift pointer over drift as determined (SOL) (Figure 20) 0

and thoen while holding drift in this positio-" rotate wind gear to position

ground speed indicator at correct tangent of dropping angle (Figure 21).

h. Clamp wind speed (30 mph) and wind direction (from 2700). This 0

SRE'STRIC TED
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entire oporatitn should be accomplished before turning off the heading that

the wind is determinod on,

i. Now the ABC will indicate the drift and dropping angle for rny

hoading the plane turns to and the wind arrow will indicate the direotioa

of the wind at all times whith is useful to the bombardier in pll-n.-i..ng eras-

ive action. On the bmmbin r, heading 660 the drift is 3°R and `l'e tangent

of the dropoing an-le is .62 (Figure 22).

If the bombardier wishes to know the drift and dropping angle

for some other heading than that on which he is flying, then he loosens

compass-rose and turas it to desired heading, then resets it to the compass

heading on which he is flying aftor obtaining the information.

k. It should be romembered that the stabilizer gyro on which the

* compass rose is fastened will be incorrect by about 100 for every 3600 of

turn in the same direction, so the compass rose should be re-set to corres-

pond with navigator's compass occasionally when the airplane is flying

straight, and should be so set shortly before the turn over the initial

point.

3. G-lC. True Air Spocd'Comnputer. a. Set pressure altitude (15,000

feet) against calibration indicar.tod air speed in mph on V0 .

be Set indicator on air temperature aloft.

o. Road true air speed in mph on Vt scalos under indicator.

d. E-6B may also be used as a true air-speed computer.

4. TYPES C-2 and AN 5837-1: aw Pressure Altitude is the rending of the

altimeter after the neocssary soale and installation corrections have been

applied, when the Kollsman number is 29.92 ( or mwicers to zero). Since

pressure altitude is used in onjunction with the C-2, LN 5837-1, G-l, D-3,

RESTRICTED
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and 3.8D computers, always sot the Kolleman number at 29.92 when reading

0. ualtitude to uso with a4 of those oomputere.

()~be. The typos 0-2 and ANl 583M- a~ltitude cnr:-atioct computors are

designed to apply the necessary temperature corrQe.i(,,. c 4-, rr..,ssuro al-

titude above the ground to obtain the true altilVa'e a.cv ...

vice versa. They are intended primarily for use in high altitude b,.:..Ling

photography when the pressure altitude of the ground is not zero, and the

mean temperature is known.

c. These computers consist of two concentric discs, a clamping

oursor, and a free cursor. The inside small disc carries a pair of" spiral

scales. The outside large disc carries a pressure altitude scale for set-

ting the pressure altitude of the ground, and a temporature scale for sot-

ting the mean temperature of the air in degrees centigrado. The C-2 com-

Sputer is printed in red and black ink, whereas the AN 5837-1 computer is

printed with fluorescent rmtorial so that it can be used under ultra-violet

illumination. Except for those variations in printing, the two computers

are iduntioal, and the following instructions apply to both,

C-2 AN 5837-1

CLU3PING CURSOR ,.*.***Black lin...,. . •...Labolodj"PA"

FREE CURSOR,,,.,,.,.,, ,Red line, ... te. ,, Labeled "OC"

TRUE ALTITUDE,.....,,,Red numbers,,.., .... white on black background

INDICATED ALTITTUDE,., ,Black numbers,.,,,,,Black on white background

do OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS: The types C-2 and PN 5837-1 altitude cor-

rection computers will be opernted in accordance with the following instr-

uctions:

(1) Before Take-off. Sot the clamping cursor (PA) to the pressure

REST RI CT ED
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TANGENT FOR 140*
HEADING IS .527:

T_- DRIFT FOR 140'
220 HEADING IS 7* LEFT

NOTE:
DATA TO BE PRE-SET15 200 BEFORE BOMBING RUN

190 is STARTED. DRIFT
SHOULD BE SET WHILE

IS CENTERED.
oft Ole ag

H KNEPPER r!_.

0

0

2 004

0.... ... BEFORE BOMBINQ RUN
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altitude of the target and look in position* If the weather officer is un-

able to estimate the pressure altitude of a target, then use the true ele-

vation of the tUrget above sea-level.

(2) Set the free cursor to the average temperature of the airs

over targets avernge temperature : (tempratur-e at target)4(tomperature a-

(3) The black number under the blaok-ine (clamping or PA) cur-

sor is the pressure altitude above the prcssure altitudo of the targeto

That is,

Blrzok Number : PA (aloft) - PA (of target). 0

(4) The rod number under the red-lim (free or "C) cursor is the

true altitude of the airplane above the targot.A. Always follow along the

line of graducations from one cursor to the other. 0

(5) The mean tomperature involved here is strictly not an ord-

inary arithrmotior.1 moan, but r.tther the arit.hmtical moan of teiperatures

taken at very particular altitudos, such as thoso shown on the Bombing

Flight Record, Form 12-C, uso'("in the bombing schools. Sinoe in combat

the detormination of such a moon tomparaturo in tho vicinity of the target

would usually be impossible, the moan temperaturo to be used will hMrve to

be the average of the temperr.ture -loft and the temperature on the ground,

ewtimated if neoessiry.

(6) P•oes.U, lrýiaWn at trget 1# WO plus or minus expression 0

of the diffeponao beotween the actual Sd the the sealevel baromtric press-

Sz)reading at the tgesa This wz'intiou is then applied to true elevations

of target to derive pr•ssure altitude of target. 0

(7) T'efdb' al.rft "Mat býe *6?reetod by use of calibration
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*cards for GocPrOesiaM 40Ms GOMW.U to airspeed vaut ftr instiiatal

errors in thez'masor. ,

(1) To find true altitude above the target.

GIVEN

Estimated pressure altitude

of targets 2500 feet

Estimtoed ground temperature or target s*l4°C 0

Pressure altitude aloft s 21,200 feet

Corrected temperature aloftl -'0 0 C

(2) SoLuTicO:

(a) Look e-lanping cursor on 2,500 (PA of

target) on pressure altitude scaleo

(b) Set free cursor on mean temperature: •

14-20 a -6 a * .-- M- -T

(a) get PA aloft minus PA of target (21,91O0 - 2,500 :

18,700) on INDICATED ALTITUDR scale (black numbers)

under olamped oub'sor (black line).

(d) Read 19&100 on TRUE ALTITUDE scale under free cursor

(red under red)* This is the True Al_titude above

the target.

RE S TIIC TED
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-63- 0
UCUJM~IESN C-2 WORK SIM 0

1. gt Altimer 29.92 4)

2. True Elevation of Targ•t

3. Pressure ariation at Target .... 0

4. Pressure Altitud of Target (Add step 2 to step 3) Black

5. Etimatod Target Toemprature ,

6. Correlted ?Tovperature Aloft

7* Mm" Temperature (add step 5 to step 6 and divide by 2) Red

8. Pressure .Altitude Aloft ..... 0

9. Pressure Altitude Above Target (Subtraot Step 4 from Step

8) Blaek

10. True Altitude Above Target Red

Figure 23.
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CHAPTER SEV!M

GROUP WO•ARDIER BRIEFING

SECTION I0

BO•BARDIER'S COMBAT GUIDE

1. •&. a, Bombardier must be hhoroughly briefed.

b. Must make thorough pre-flight inspection.

2. BREMG. a. Crew nmat be able to vieualize target and approaches

before taking off,,

b. Bombardier nast know objective folder:

(1) Should study available pictures,

(2) Should study maps. •

(3) Should study axes of attack.

c. Other briefing information:

(1) Indicated altitude on bombin6 run. * *
(2) Elevation of target.

(3) Altimeter setting to be used.

(4) Indicated airspeed to be used on bomb run. 0

(5) Bomb load, type and fusing.

(6) Temperature and pressure at target.

(7) Information on alternate targets. 0

(8) 1eather data.

(9) Aiming point,

F. Prom metro data, find the following:

(1) Ground speed (with use of E-6B computer). Example:

Wind Velocity 30 mph

Direction 2300 true
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Teerature - 26 0 C This data gives

Altitude 28,000 ft. true ground speed

I.A.S. 175 mph of 260 mph. )

Figure 24.

(2) Tangent of Dropping angle (Figure 25). •

(3) Magnetic heading of bombing run (downwind):

(a) To insure minimum drift.

(b) To insure maximum ground speed.

3. DURIYG TIE, 'qSSION. a. Bombardier observes enemy territory.

(1) Uses field glasses.

(2) Locates check points to help find targets. •

(3) Check points very helpful when target is camouflaed.

b. Prior to "Bombs Away".

(1) Bombardier takes over formation 30 miles from target.

(2) Guides flight in.

(3) Checks controls, racks, switches prior to release.

(4) Checks pro-set data on the A.B.C.

(5) Starts evasive action to reach point at which bombing run

starts.

(6) Bomb bay doors opened at initial point.

c. After "Bombs Away":

(1) Bombardier observes.target closely.

(2) Checks time over target.

(3) Chocks results of bomb hits.

(4) Notes drift and tangent.

(5) Notes number and type enemy fighters encountered.
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(6) Notes flak and type of fire used.

.(7) Votes ground batteries.

(8) Notes enem surface activities.

(9) Notes .weather closely.
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SECTION II 0

TARGET IDENTIFI CATION

1. INTRODUCTION. 1. Lead bombardier may cause success or failure.

•. Lead bomýardier .rest identify target quickly. 0

2. Lead bombardier must know objective folder thoroughly.

d. Lead bombardier must beware enemy ruses.

2. CHAMS AWD EOS. S. Small scale chart of the city pinpoints possible 0

objectives in that area,.

b. Large scale chart of the actual objective area pinpoints every

possible objective.

c. Others are perspective charts used as identification aids.

d. Vertical photos of target area are used.

,2 Oblique photos of target also help to present target as it appears 0

to bombardier.

3. GG&AN. CAMDUFLAGE. &, Use of decoy targets.

(1) Dummy and decoy installations. •

(2) Camouflage in origilnal construction.'

b. Decoys ei fective against night bombings

4. USE OF FEMD GLASSPS. a. Necessary to practice on dry run. 0

b, Target is usually picked up more quickly with field glasses than

with bombsight.

5. CONICLUSION. Success of mission depends on ability of bombardier to •

recognise target.

400
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CHAFE EIGHT

ADVANCU TACTICS

SECTION I

. GLIDE BOMING ATTACIOMT MK.2

.i. .£,The GSA is an auxiliary instrument for use with the Norden •

bombsight., It replaces the telescope motor and automatically drives the disc-

at thoe•omoot .apeed for the altitude being fldwn.

.•. The automatic disc speed contol tends to.improve horizontal bomb- .

ing accuracy. Thud, the pilot can concentrate on keeping the air speed correct,

because any variation in altitude is compensated for by the GBA. A more import-

ant feature is that it makes possible accurate bombing in a glide or climb. 0

2. USE OF GBA.. a. Installation. (1) Remove standard tachometer connection

assembly from rate end of bombsight and replace with one furnished with GBA.

(2) Enlarge the four holes on rear of stabilizer and tap for *
No. 8-32 screws. Fasten GBA in place with the four screws provided. Some air-

plane installations will require a separate mounting for the GBA.

(3) Conn-.ct flexible shaft from the GBA to the bombsight, 0

taking care that splined fittings are propQrly meshed and the holdinL nuts are

tight.

(4) Connect the static tube to the GBA. (Statt line is part 0

of plane installation.)

(5). Connect GBA plug to a 26-volt power supply.

b. Pro-Flight. (1) Put disc speed change lever in neutral. 0

(2) Rate motor switch off.

(3) Rate indicator p on zero.

(4) Telescope clutch disengaged. 0
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(5) Turn on OBA and allow it to warm up and bo k pressure

altitude.

(6) Note that VH (rate of descent in ft/eec) scale is on

zero or oscillating about t 4 ft/sec.

(7) Pull out altitude knob and tarn until altitude scale

reads zero,

(8) Turn GBA 6ff.

c. Horizontal Bombing; (1) At altitude set true altitude 4bove

target on GBA altitude scale.

(2) ýet correction on disc speed correction knob.

(3) Set trail in the usual manner on bornbsight tra&4 arm. 0

(4) 13ombing Iun is made in the normal manner, except that

rate motor is turned off and tht speed change lever is neutral.

d. Glide Bombing. (1) EstimaLa true altitude of relcase.

(2) Set in disc speed correction.

(3) Set the trail arm to trail for the cstiiiatad air speed

and altitude of release.

(4) Using the indic. ted altitude the ship is flying, apply

the pressure tempurature correction (with E-6B) for the castimated true alti- 0

tude of release.

(5) From figure derfved iii step four, subtract true alti-

tude of target. and sot thc result on GBA altitude scale. •

'(6) Bombing run is made as before except that synchronisa-

tion is only correct for the instant. ThereforQ, it will be nocassary to adjust

rate continuously until the bomb has been released, .
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(7) Release must occur between 4,000 and 20,000 foot.

(8) In using GBA for glide bombing the point at which to

start bombIn zun•, air speed, vertical rate of descent, and altitude of roalease

must be estimated.

3. D CTIONS FOR G0,4PUTINQ OQB DISC SPED C0OMECTIONS FOR M B(1AB.

j. Find value of disc speed in vacuum at bombing altitude.

b. Find value of disc speed in air for specific bomb being dropped.

c. Find difference between those two disc speeds.

d. Set this disc speed correction on GBA.

VACUUI DISC SPEED FOR ANY BOMB

Altitude VDS Altitude VDS

4000 336.0 13000 186.4

5000 300.6 14000 179.6

6000 274.3 15000 173.5

7000 254.1 16000 167.7

8000 237.6 17000 162.9

9000 223.6 18000 158.8

10000 212.5 19000 154.2

11O00 202.6 20000 150.2

12000 193.9

FIGURE 26.
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SECTION II

HIGH ALTITJDE BOMBING OF MANEJVERING TARGETS

1, SIGHTING TC=MgnE. A. The present types of bombsights in use are de- (4
signed for synchronous bombing on stationary targeks, while in combat areas a

large percentage of the bombing must be done on maneuvering ships. Evasive

action of these targets consists of changes of sneed and direction. Consequently,

to insure any degree of success, it is necessary to develop a sighting technique

which can help compensate for the inadequrcies of our present sights. 0

b. In using the M-Series sightings on maxeuvering vessels,

there are two factors which increase the bombing errors. These are:

(1) The target can chauge speed and course after the bombs 0

leave the plane, and can bhus be quite far from the hypothetical position set up

by the sight during the run.

(2) The sight cannot be synchronized on a maneuvering target, * •

because the dropping angle and the course are not constant.

2. NEED FOR W,1 TECHNIQUE. S. Little can be do; - to rtmove the difficulties

of the first :actor, but an intelligent study of the turn the target is making,,

just prior to release, will help.

L, There is, however, a new technique which can aid greatly in elimin-

ating the difficulties caused by the second factor. 0

3. RANG.. a. First, ground speed should be determined before the bombing

run is started. This should be used to set up a dropping angle. When synchroni-

zation for rate begins, every change on the rate knobs n'ust be done by double 0

gripping.

b. * constantly .changing dropping angle is týe only solution for a

constantly changin& rate of closure, and this can be accomplished only by double •
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gripping of the rate knobs*

4•. The ajor problem for the bombardier on a target using

evabive action is deflection. 'Changes in rate can be compoenated for by the

bombsight alone, but changes in course involve the airplane in the air in relation

to the target. The amount of changes in course, and the nuzber of such changes,,

vhich can be accomplished during one bombing run, are limited.

b, The first step is to reduce to a minimhum the number of turns which

will be indicated on the PDI, in order to avoid corrections in course which will

prove incorrect and which must be taken out later in the run; and to limit the

intensity of these corrections, so that they may be accomplished by th(, pilot.

O. There is no infallible method of setting up a bombing course on a

maneuvering target, but there is one procedure which will minimize the aiffi-

culties. This consists of pro-setting the drift,

d. The other drift factor, vvhich cannot be pre-determined, is the

movýment of the target ship itself.

(1) Bombing run should be short.

(2) Follow tho target for most of run,. using outside knob only.

(3) Near end of run, check direction of target motion carefully.

(4) 'If the target is maklng good a courso within 20 degrees

parallel to that which the plane is making, use the outside turn and telescope 0

displacement knob to off-set the cross-hairs inside the direction of turn.

5. STUDYING THU S•EP'S C,,UE". a. If target's course is more nearly per-

pendicular to that of .the plane and shows no indication of becoming parallel to

it, it will ba necessary to change the plano's course radically and quickly.

This can .be accomplished by quick use of the inside course knob and violent

correction by the pilot. ,
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Sb. In ammotion with this type of corection, several factors must

be kept in idA by the bombardiers

(1) If a target is making good a course nearly perpendicular

to t�at of the plane 10 or 15 seconds before bomb release, and if the target

continues to turn, its course would probably be almost the same as that of the

-• plane by the time the bombs hit the water. In this case a large drift correction

would not be desirable.

(2) The bombardier must avoid making radical changes too far

from bomb release, This would cause an incorr.ct change, a'nd ruin the bombing

run. It should be remembered that a sizeable correction in course can be made

even in the last five seconds of the run. The later the bombardier makes this

last change, the better are his chances of hitting the target.

(3) It is never advisablc to try to outguess the enemy, if

such a g!ess involves displacing the aiming point more than half the shipts

lený.th,

(4) There should be no hesitation about having the pilot put

in course corrections up to the time of bomb release. The fact that the plane

is turning at the time of release does not "throw the bomb out". The bomb will -

leave the plane along a path which is\tangent to the curve the nlano is making

good. Thus, if the plane is turning in the direction of the target, the point

of impact willn nearer the target than if no correctiou were being made.

6. PLAN III, as shown in Fi4 ure' 27, has been piroven superior to individ-

ual,pattern, or any other type of formation, in successfully attacking maneuver-

ing targets.
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CHAPTER Mzi

* SEMCTON I.

Dg uTioN op coFmnDMAL EQUM1T

1. * j" All bombardment persomel will carry .45 calibre auto-

matic pistols in flight.

b. Bombardier is responsible for destroying confidential equipment.

2. DFTIVYNl THE M -SMM B(0BSIOM. i" Bombardier fires two pistol

rounds into rate end mechanism.

b. Bombardier fires one pistol round throu.gh telescope.

.Removes bombsight and throws'overboard.
3. N PISTOL iS UOT AVAILABLE. )'-Sories sight ia thrown overboard.

4. W BOM DIZR IS CASUALTY. 8omo other member will perform the

destruction.
5. DESTRUCTION~ OP ENTIE PLANE a. Use incendiary grenade, type AN-M14.

Sb. Crew member at nearest station operates grenade.

c. Altornate crew mcaber selected to operate grenade. •

4. If advisable, crew may open gas tank, drain and fire plane.

%..
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PLAN 1. rLAN 11.

0
X)

... . ..._ .. 1

Plan I, in which oil nine planes Plan IIl is the seconld best method.
bomb on the leadie• with one( siqhtina Th e first two tlii hts h ave-, dropved
operat ion for the 36 bombhs is riot brnh-s nind mile i hit. t'lhe target
considered vwry effecti , i The., Pat - bcat ha,: Dpassed the point ot contact
tern is 'a,odi [,ut the l<o, boortijr u r1'ult n t theo timep .elay in taking
h i,; n - rof~renr -ca i ' 'r i ht * f the third
l thW p th tt t rn , . y it ., wI ter.

PLAN I 11. PLAN IV. 0

Plan III is recommended. The first Plan IV indicates that coverage that
two flights have made hits,; on the would have been afforded by a right
target. The bombs of the third fligjht wing man might have ros;ulted in hits.
have not yet hit the witer. This plan is not recommended. 0

Figure 27
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THE RADIO TW.3RAP1H CODE

B - . ~R . Z 6 ..
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Period * **
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H
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Semi- T 0
Colon 1 N

0
Paren- CH
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Bar -. 0U. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
HEADQUARTERS AIR FORCE MATERIEL COMMAND

WRIGHT-PATTERSON AIR FORCE BASE OHIO

MEMORANDUM FOR HQ AFMC/HO
ATTENTION: DR. WILLIAM ELLIOTT

FROM: HQ AFMC/PAX . 5 MAY "C,

SUBJECT: Security and Policy Review, Case AFMC 95-276

1. The reports listed in Attachment 1 were reviewed for security and policy IAW AFI 35-205
(now AFI 35-101), and were cleared for public release. According to our logs, the material
was reviewed by HQ AFMC/PA and by SAF/PAS. It was our case number AFMC 95-276,
and Air Staff s number SAF/PAS 95-0995. It was cleared for public release 22 Nov 95. All
the material is releasable to the public, witout restriction.

2. If you have any questions or comments, please call me at 77828. Thanks.

= // fecurity and Policy Review
0.... fffif ce of Public Affairs

Attachment:
1. HQ AFMC/HO Ltr 12 Oct 95


